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Downtown Elko

INTRODUCTION

The county seat of Elko County, Nevada, the City of Elko is located on Interstate 
80 between Wendover and Reno.  Elko has grown to an incorporated population 
nearing 20,000 and a service area including nearly 60,000.  

Elko is an active town and one that draws people from across the West because of 
its nearby recreational amenities, and a large employment base due to the nearby 
mining operations.  Elko has a diverse culture, and has celebrated this diversity 
through a number of annual community events.  The City is home to the National 
Cowboy Poetry Gathering, an annual National Basque festival, and many other 
cultural events.  

The City played a key role in the movement towards big name entertainment at 
casinos, and was a regular stop and part time home to the legendary Bing Crosby.  
While the casinos remain, Elko is far more a mining town than it is a gaming town.  
The entire economy is supported by the mining industry, which typically has gentler 
boom and bust cycles than other extraction based industries.

The community is comprised of many bright, energetic, and talented individuals all 
working towards ensuring Elko remains an attractive and welcoming community 
as it continues to grow and mature over time. The City is home to the Great Basin 
College, which produces hundreds of educated young individuals each year.  It 
is the goal of this process to create a compelling argument to keep these new 
graduates within Elko, rather than moving to a larger city with more employment 
opportunities.

DOwNTOwN

The downtown area is something special in most Elko residents’ eyes.  For 
a community with a fairly modest population, the downtown is tremendously 
successful and three times the size of downtowns in cities of significantly larger 
size.  One reason for the downtown’s longevity and success is the remoteness 
of the city itself.  There are no larger cities nearby to lure away shoppers or 
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DOwNTOwN TIMELINE

AND PAST STUDIES

Elko Townsite Laid Out ...................................... 1868

Elko County Courthouse built ............................ 1910

Elko Incorporated as City .................................. 1917

First Master Plan Adopted ................................. 1974 

A Plan of Downtown Elko .................................. 1981

Project Lifesaver  ............................................... 1983

Rebirth of Downtown Elko  ................................ 1993

The Heart of Elko............................................... 1995

An Urban Design Study for Downtown Elko ...... 1997

City of Elko Regional Traffic Master Plan .......... 1997

Elko by Design................................................... 2001

Downtown Elko Development Plan ................... 2002

Elko Redevelopment Agency Created ............... 2005

Elko Redevelopment Plan Adopted ................... 2008

businesses.  Another reason is that the City is the major destination for nearly all 
Elko County residents, so a much larger population is supporting this area.  

Historic buildings still occupy much of the downtown core, and tell a story about 
the community’s past.  While many buildings remain in good condition, most are 
looking dated and are in need of facade improvements.  Structural problems are 
likely to exist with some buildings, but most of the historic storefronts, bars, and 
residential spaces appear to need only superficial restoration to bring them back to 
their former glory.

SUMMArY OF PAST PrOjECTS AND STUDIES

A Plan of Downtown Elko (1981)

The Plan resulted from a comprehensive study of the area undertaken by the 
City of Elko to establish a blueprint for the revitalization of the downtown. The 
report complemented the Elko, Nevada, Railroad Relocation Project, know as 
Project Lifesaver. The Plan was undertaken by a selected team of Plan makers 
and Business Economists. The objective of the downtown Plan was to establish 
an economically sound and attractive center for community life, offering a diverse 
mixture of shopping, entertainment, business, and recreational opportunities. The 
Plan  was developed with input and review from a project steering committee and 
with public input. This effort included a design for the parking corridor with a single 
road at its center. The Plan was never ultimately implemented. 

Project Lifesaver (1983)

Elko was settled as a railroad construction camp, and the city naturally developed 
around the railroad tracks that connected residents to the greater region.  As 
the city grew, and with the rise of the personal automobile, dependency on the 
railroad was relieved.  The railroad tracks bisected the city and its downtown core, 
creating challenges in circulation and concerns for safety.  There was the need to 
relocate two operating railroads (Southern Pacific and Western Pacific) from the 

INTRODUCTION
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This historic photo shows a train traveling west 
through the railroad corridor in the heart of 
downtown Elko. Notice the Hendersen building in 
the background

INTRODUCTION

core of the downtown. The two railroads combined operated about 40 trains daily, 
directly through the heart of the community. The downtown business district was 
suffering and deteriorating because of the direct adverse influence of the proximity 
of the railroads. The hazards of 17 grade crossing on the City streets were also 
eliminated.

Project Lifesaver undertook the ambitious task of relocating the railroad tracks to 
the edge of the Humboldt River and the downtown.  With the tracks moved, the 
City’s downtown was left with a gaping hole at its heart.  The property has been 
used for public parking and as a venue for a variety of community events in the 
years subsequent, but the abandoned rail corridor has never been utilized to its full 
potential.  

The rebirth of Downtown Elko (1993)

In May of 1993, Elko became the ninth city to participate in the pilot project jointly 
sponsored by the National League of Cities and HyettPalma, Inc., entitled The 
Rebirth of Americas’s Downtowns. The purpose of the pilot was to work with ten 
cities across the nation to produce Action Agendas that could be used to revitalize 
their center cities. Each Action Agenda was defined with involvement from the local 
business sector, the local government, and members of the community. The Action   
Agenda incorporated the desires, preferences, and concerns expressed by the 
people of Elko for their downtown. The National League of Cities and HyettPalma, 
Inc., used this local input as the foundation of the project. 

Based on the desires and concerns expressed by the people of Elko, a course of 
action was defined for public and private sector implementation. The recommended 
course of action was meant to enable Downtown Elko to reach the vision defined 
locally and to overcome the key issues it faced. That course of action was 
contained in the project document along with a recommended implementation 
sequence. 

A Plan of Downtown Elko: An artist impression 
of downtown Elko showing a bird’s eye view of 
Railroad St. looking east
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INTRODUCTION

Slides from the RDAAC’s kickoff meeting for 
this Visioning effort. Fall 2010 

Elko redevelopment Agency (2005)

The Elko Redevelopment Agency was formed on March 22, 2005. It is a separate 
and distinct body which is currently comprised of members of the City Council. 
The Agency has an Advisory Board which is comprised of five (5) members of the 
community.

ThIS VISIONINg EFFOrT

In Fall of 2010, the RDA initiated this latest effort.  The objectives of this study were 
to clarify the community’s vision for the downtown, to develop a set of design 
guidelines to regulate new development, and to identify a series of projects to 
implement the vision and the 2008 RDA Master Plan. This effort has emphasized 
community involvement in the development of the plans recommendations and 
concepts, and downtown stakeholders participated in intense workshops and 
meetings to identify and clarify the recommendations for the downtown. The ultimate 
goal of this effort has been to build the relationships among interested downtown 
stakeholders necessary to implement the vision, and to lay the foundation for logical 
and realistic implementation actions.

This process resulted in the development of this document, which is a collection of 
four (4) tools for implementing the RDA Preliminary Plan:

Analysis Maps and Inventory1. 

Vision and Character Districts2. 

Design Guidelines3. 

Projects 4. 

* It is important to note that this document supersedes the Preliminary Plan where 
conflicts/differences occur.
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A young Elko resident takes part in a leather 
tooling workshop. Photo courtesy Western Folklife 
Center

INTRODUCTION

ASSET BASED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The philosophy and approach to this downtown visioning and strategic planning 
effort is rooted in the concept of Asset Based Community Development (ABCD).  
The ABCD planning approach positively affirms and builds upon the remarkable 
work already occurring in downtown Elko. The ABCD process acknowledges and 
embraces strong democratic traditions of community organizing, neighborhood 
planning, and cooperation to achieve shared ideals.  The ABCD process aims 
to build ownership of planning efforts among the participants, relationships with 
one another to carry out the work together, and a sense of responsibility and 
stewardship over the effort’s implementation.  ABCD planning can be defined by 
three simple and interrelated characteristics:

1. Asset Based
As the name suggests, the ABCD approach is asset-based.  That is, the process 
starts with identifying the strengths present in the community, the capacities of the 
community’s residents and workers, and the organizational and institutional base of 
the area -- not with focusing on what is absent, or what is problematic, or what the 
community is lacking.

2. Internally-Focused
Because this community development process is asset-based, it is by necessity 
also internally-focused. That is, the process concentrates first of all upon the 
agenda-building and problem-solving capacities of local people, local institutions, 
and pre-existing relationships. This intense and self-conscious internal focus is 
not intended to minimize either the role external forces have played in leading 
up to present-day challenges, nor the role that outside resources should play 
in community progress. Rather, this strong internal focus is intended simply to 
emphasize the primacy of local definition, creativity, hope, control, and investment.
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INTRODUCTION

3.   relationship-Driven
If a community development process is to be asset-based and internally-focused, 
then in important ways it also will need to be relationship-driven. Thus, one of the 
central challenges for asset-based community developers is to constantly cultivate 
the relationships among local residents, local associations and local institutions, 
starting with the plan formulation stage and continuing through implementation.  
Some of the most important elements of this Downtown planning effort are the 
relationship links that have been identified, and will continue to be forged, to 
bring about progress.  Members of a community can accomplish more when they 
coordinate and work together toward common objectives than when they scatter in 
separate directions.

There tends to be an inverse correlation between a community’s size and the 
natural strength of its interpersonal relationships. As Elko grows in size, the 
relationships among its stakeholder groups are a growing challenge to maintain.  
In order for community-building to progress, relationships need to be consciously, 
proactively strengthened and new connections forged.  For community builders 
who are focused on tapping into assets, reinforcing these local relationships offers 
the most promising route toward successful community development.  The action-
oriented structure of this plan is intended to foster relationships among the various 
stakeholders and interest groups and identify opportunities for collaboration and 
cooperation.

PLANNINg PrOCESS

The Visioning process commenced with an analysis of existing conditions within the 
RDA. The analysis included an examination of land use, zoning, building consition, 
massing, transportation network etc. This step was necessary to identify assets, 
and positive attributes within the RDA, as well as potential bottlenecks that needed 
to be addressed in the Vision. Major milestones in the visioning process included 
monthly meetings with the Elko RDA Advisory Council (RDAAC) and a design 
charrette1. 

1 A charrette is an intensive planning session in which citizens, city, officials, planners, designers, 
and others collaborate on a vision for development. It provides a forum for ideas and offers the 
unique advantage of giving immediate feedback to designers, planners, and city officials.   

Elko’s greatest assets include the diverse 
cultures of its residents.

Basque Culture

Native American
Culture

Western/Cowboy Culture
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INTRODUCTION

A snapshot of the homepage for the project 
website: www.renewdowntown.com

Newspaper article

MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS

A project website (www.renewdowntown.com) was created for the Visioning 
process. This offered opportunities for the public to follow the progress of draft 
documents that the consulting team was producing and to contribute to the process 
as well. Upcoming events were also publicized on the website.  Local print and 
electronic media, like the Elko Daily Free Press, and KENV Channel 10, provided 
media coverage and publicized critical milestones in the Visioning process. 

INTEgrATION wITh CITY-wIDE MASTEr PLAN

The 2010 update to the Elko City Master Plan was a planning process which 
brought together Citizens, City officials, City staff, community organizations, 
business associations, and community leaders.  Plan chapters addressed and 
updated during this process were Land Use, Transportation, Parks and Recreation 
and a newly introduced Arts and Culture chapter. Ideas that were generated during 
this process greatly concerned and lay emphasis on development in the RDA and 
the downtown core.   

Simultaneously, the RDAAC contracted the same consulting team working on 
the Master Plan update to create this Vision for the RDA. In that regard decisions 
pertaining to land use, transportation, parks and recreation, and arts and culture in 
the RDA could be addressed with respect to broader, adopted, City-wide strategies 
and policies. In that regard, a joint public open house was held on October 20, 
2010 to provide a forum for public discourse on both processes.  
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INTRODUCTION

VISIONINg ChArrETTE

The visioning charrette was the main forum for collecting input and developing 
the foundation for the Strategic Plan. It was held in the Spade and Club Rooms of 
the Stockmen’s Hotel in Elko, on the 19th and 20th of October, 2010. Participants 
included City staff, members of the RDA Advisory Council, members of the 
Downtown Business Association and residents. 

The workshop started with a presentation by the consulting team on a general 
analysis of Elko’s downtown in terms of zoning, land uses, building massing and 
orientation, tree canopy and green spaces, transportation networks, architectural 
styles etc. Downtown Elko was also compared to two other downtowns with large 
corridors similar to the parking corridor in downtown: The Cities of Boulder, and 
Grand Junction, in Colorado. Participants were engaged in a series of activities on 
the first day of the workshop to  help tease out collective visions for the  future of 
the downtown.  Some of the activities included:

1. Visual Preference Survey: Workshop participants were asked to vote on a 
series of images that were ranked on a scale of -3 (very much dislike) to +3 
(very much like). The highest scoring images were determined, synthesized  
and used to inform the development of the set of design guidelines for 
downtown located at page 61 of this Vision document.

2. Model Places Discussion: Participants were then engaged in a discussion 
about places they had visited that could serve as models  for the future 
development of Elko.

3. Sketch Plans: With large aerial maps of the downtown and RDA area, 
participants worked as small groups to define distinct character districts and 
physical design elements for the downtown.

4. Projects: Participants helped to generate and prioritize a list of specific 
implementation projects for the development of downtown.

5. Relationship Mapping: The final exercise helped to identify the stakeholders 
and relationships necessary to help implement each of the top five priority 
projects. 

Participants at the
Visioning Charrette

Charrette
products
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PLAN DOCUMENT DEVELOPMENT

Input from the visioning charrette and open house was used to guide the 
development of the Vision document. The charrette scenarios drove the 
development of the Vision and character districts. Responses to the visual 
preference survey guided the design guidelines standards. And finally, the 
implementation projects all came directly from brainstorming at the charrette or 
were carried forward from the RDA preliminary Plan.

The draft plan elements (design guidelines, implementation projects etc.) were 
discussed at monthly public meetings with the Redevelopment Agency Advisory 
Committee and with the City staff. Input on all was used to refine the document to 
make it better match the community’s vision for downtown Elko.    

As in all long-range visioning and planning documents, there are more ideas 
about how to redevelop and improve the downtown than there are resources to 
implement them. A prioritization process was needed to identify the projects with 
the most potential for generating additional funding for further improvement of the 
downtown, Using a budgeting spreadsheet, the design team identified a series of 
projects that would get Elko the biggest bang for its buck as a proposed current 
work plan for the RDA . Dozens of additional projects are included in a long-term 
projects list for a time when more resources are available for their implementation.

 

PLAN ADOPTION

This planning document was considered by the Elko Redevelopment Agency 
Advisory Council on March 17, 2011, at which time they recommended adoption 
of the plan of the Elko City Redevelopment Agency. The RDA considered the plan 
and community input on July 12, 2011, and voted in favor of adopting the plan. 
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Commercial St. in downtown Elko 

Downtown businesses

DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS

The first task of this visioning effort was to gain an understanding of the existing 
conditions of the downtown area, and to analyze those findings to determine where 
challenges and opportunities exist, and where things are working well.   

The background analysis of the downtown includes two types of analysis:

1. A series of maps addressing:
 RDA Boundaries and Context

 Zoning

 Street Network

 Built Environment (figure ground study)

 Tree Canopy and Green Space

 Land Use

 Commercial Sub-types

 Institutional Sub-types

 Vacancy

 Building Condition

 Massing

 Vehicular v. Public and Pedestrian Comparison

2. A windshield survey of the downtown’s built form:
 Architectural Styles

 Typical Building Types

 Materials and Characteristics
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS RDA boundary

LOCATION
Elko’s RDA is centrally 
located within the City 
boundaries. It includes the 
core of the downtown, a 
section of the tree streets, 
the 5th street corridor 
south of Interstate 15, and 
industrial areas adjacent 
to the downtown core.  
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS zoning

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
The RDA area is divided 
between commercial, 
industrial, residential, and 
public zones. Industrial zones 
occupy most of the RDA area 
and occur at the southwest 
and northeast fringes of the 
area.
Industrial zoning was 
important historically but 
affects the ability of the 
area to transition to a more 
commercial destination over 
time.
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS street network

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
The RDA is very accessible 
by automobile and is 
traversed by major regional 
roadways as well as 
collector and local streets. 
Major roads in the area 
include Idaho Street, 5th 
Street and Silver Street. 
The area is less accessible 
and friendly for bikes and 
pedestrians. 
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS figure ground

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
Large building footprints 
occur in the core of the 
downtown along the 
parking corridor. These are 
mostly one part and two 
part block building types 
that frame the parking 
corridor. These create a 
significant, organized, and 
strong street wall in the 
downtown core.
Other large footprints 
are mostly industrial type 
buildings, warehouses or 
schools. Building footprints 
get smaller and less 
organized in the residential 
neighborhoods. 
The goal is to create a 
consistent and nearly solid 
street wall in core retail and 
dining areas. 
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS tree canopy and green space

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
The residential areas have 
a good number of well-
aged trees providing large 
tree canopies.
However very few trees are 
located in the core of the 
downtown and along the 
parking corridor. 
The Greenbelt Express 
Park is the only significant 
green space in the 
downtown core. Natural 
open space is preserved 
along the Humboldt River 
Corridor.   
New street trees have 
been planted along 
sidewalks on Railroad and 
Commercial Streets. The 
parking corridor and cross 
streets could benefit from 
additional streets. 
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS existing land use

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
The downtown core is 
mostly dominated by 
commercial land uses. 
Some of these occur 
as mixed uses with first 
floor retail and offices/
businesses on upper floors.
A number of industrial land 
uses are found especially 
to the southeast of the 
downtown core. 
The downtown would 
benefit from a greater 
mix of land uses, with 
more residential and less 
industrial uses. 
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS commercial sub-type

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
There is a good mix of 
commercial activity in the 
downtown as is evident 
on this map. Nightlife and 
entertainment oriented 
commercial activity takes place 
mostly in the southwestern part 
of the downtown core while 
more professional services, 
and office type businesses 
are in the northeastern corner. 
Hospitality services are evenly 
distributed in the entire area. 
The downtown could be 
strengthened by greater 
clustering of like uses and 
businesses. 
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS institutional sub-type

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
Civil services in the downtown 
include the Elko County 
Courthouse and the Elko Fire 
Department, on Idaho St. and 
Railroad St. respectively. A 
United States Postal Service 
office is located on 3rd St.  The 
Elko County Library is also  
located on Court Street.  
Institutional buildings add 
performance and elevate the 
importance of a downtown to a 
community. More institutional 
uses would strengthen 
downtown. 
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS vacancy

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
A number of vacant 
buildings can be found in 
the downtown. Some of 
these are dilapidated and 
boarded up units while 
others are leasable units 
awaiting new renters.
Vacant lots are typically 
used as parking areas or 
as spill-over areas for other 
adjacent uses.
The vacant buildings and 
lots, where they occur, are 
not contiguous in any part 
of the downtown but rather 
scattered evenly.
A goal should be to 
encourage infill and to 
create a more consistent 
urban fabric.
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS massing study

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
The massing in the 
downtown and the entire 
RDA builds up towards the 
core, specifically to the 
southwestern end of the 
parking corridor. 
Building on vacant lots 
would further strengthen 
the downtown core as a 
walkable destination. 

Commercial
Casino

Stockmen’s 
Hotel & Casino

5th Street
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS vehicular & pedestrian realm comparison

BOULDER, CO

GRAND JUNCTION, CO

SuMMARY OF FINDINGS
This analysis and comparison demonstrates the need to better balance the vehicular and pedestrian facilities 
within the downtown. The Cities of Boulder and Grand Junction, in Colorado, are compared because of similar 
configurations of their downtowns, in particular with regards to the use of a central corridor.  
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DOWNTOWN ANALYSISbuilding condition

SUMMArY OF FINDINgS 

Buildings in the downtown are generally in good to fair condition. A 
few buildings identified to be in poor condition are mostly residential 
units in the northeastern corner of the downtown. 

good Condition
Buildings in this category include public buildings such as the Elko 
County Courthouse and the United States Post Office on 3rd St. 
Some commercial use buildings also fall in this category such as 
the Henderson Building and the Pioneer Building. Most of these are 
historic buildings that have been well maintained and preserved.

Fair Condition
Buildings in fair condition include a majority of the retail/commercial 
units as well as some single family homes in the downtown. Some 
of these require maintenance and repair/replacement of external 
building materials. 

Poor Condition
The rear of commercial units typically fronting alleyways are generally 
in poor condition. Other buildings in poor condition include vacant 
structures that are boarded up and a few residential units. The old 
Lamoille Powerplant building is also in very poor condition.  
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Downtown Elko’s built environment is generally 
characterized by a strong urban character in the 
core and smaller scale residential units at its 
fringes. Natural open space opportunities still 
exist along the Humboldt River corridor 

DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS

gENErAL ChArACTErISTICS

The built environment is used to describe all man-made structures in a place that 
provide a backdrop for all human activity. This ranges from smaller-scale elements 
like signs, fences, infrastructure lines, kiosks, etc., to streets, neighborhoods and 
cities. The built environment in downtown Elko represents an area with a strong 
past, and a great potential for the future. 

Downtown has a good building stock with some dating back to the early 1900s. 
These buildings are in generally fair to good condition and can serve as a solid 
backbone to the revitalization and economic growth of the entire downtown. 

The current street grid and street block lengths of about 300 feet are good 
characteristics that may aid in pedestrian movement and non-vehicular activity.  
Buildings in the downtown core, particularly along the edge of the railroad corridor, 
are built to the street with minimal setbacks. This can offer opportunities for the 
creation of continuous urban street walls and storefronts. 

Single family units and mobile home parks are also found within the downtown 
area. These form the edges of the downtown core generally to the northwest and 
southeast respectively. The residential units have larger setbacks, and are typically 
single story structures. In comparison to the downtown core commercial units, the 
residential units do not have a strong presence on the street. 

The northeast and  southwestern ends of the downtown are anchored by industrial 
buildings with larger footprints. These typically do not strongly address the 
adjacent streets and discontinue the strong street fronts identified in the core of the 
downtown.  

Other built environmental elements in the downtown include freestanding signs, 
infrastructure systems, communication and electric power lines, bridges, fences, 
etc.

built environment 
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An aerial view of Elko’s Downtown core, showing building stock, building footprints, and edge characteristics. The image also shows the 
amount of space dedicated to vehicular activity, and opportunities for infill development. Photo courtesy Bing Maps
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Romanesque Revival        Modern Classicism

Craftsman                          Commercial Storefront 

DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS

ChArACTEr

Elko’s downtown core area contains a mixture of architectural styles representative 
of its historical roots and changing development since its establishment. A combi-
nation of architectural styles and building types that were prevalent in the early 20th 
century comprise a large component of both the residential and commercial build-
ings in the downtown area. One particular style is not dominant over others, which 
is common in communities that have evolved over a long time period. A somewhat 
eclectic mixture of styles is bonded together with common building types and 
regional characteristics and building elements that define the Elko community. As 
well, where contiguous buildings form a defining street wall (predominantly com-
mercial streets) or street presence (residential or mixed-use streets), their physical 
relationships tie the various architectural styles and building types together. 

STYLES
The following styles and modern revivals of these styles are some that have been 
noted:

•  Modern Classicism

•  Craftsman/Arts & Crafts

•  Prairie

•  Art Deco

•  Romanesque Revival

architectural character and styles
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One-part block                       Two-part block

DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS

Building type refers to the basic form or shape of a building, and is not always 
associated with a particular architectural style, though some types are more commonly 
seen in some styles of architecture than others, especially residential buildings. 

COMMErCIAL

Commercial building types in downtown Elko are predominantly one-part block and 
the two-part block. The one part commercial blocks are either attached or freestanding 
single street-level structures. They are a simple square or rectangular plan and defined 
by the storefront on one or two sides. A number of these occur in the downtown along 
Idaho Street.  Similarly the two-part commercial block are an attached or freestanding 
structure of a simple square or rectangular plan separated into two distinct zones that 
include the street level and the upper level. The street level zone is typically used 
for public uses like retail while the upper stories are for more private uses such as 
residential, office or meeting areas. A number of the commercial units on Commercial 
and Railroad Streets in the downtown are of this building type.    

rESIDENTIAL
Residential buildings typically occur as either bungalow or cross-wing types. The 
bungalow building type is popular and flexible and adapted for multiple uses, including 
small retail and neighborhood commercial units and professional offices. The 
bungalows sometimes have porte cochere which are adaptable for uses such as drive 
through banking. The cross-wing (gabled ell) type is the most common residential 
building  type occurring around downtown Elko. Other professional, institutional, and 
commercial units are also located in adapted residential units of this form or built to 
mimic this building type.

building types

Bungalow                               Cross-wing

Idaho Street, Elko, showing the one-part, and 
two-part block, commercial developments

Residential units reused as professional offices  
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Commercial/Civic Residential General/Streetscape

• Storefront windows, some with transoms 
above in the commercial buildings; most 
are separated either by painted wood or 
metal muntins

• Recessed entry doors

• Arched doorways and windows

• Awnings above ground floor and upper 
level windows

• Signage – more flat, storefront signs are 
seen than projecting. Some are raised 
slightly above the roofline.

• Decorative cornice detailing – arches and 
notching

• Decorative terra cotta banding and parapet 
detailing

• Flat roof lines are predominant, though 
there are some curved, stair-stepped 
details on the top of the storefront panel

Use of color, either in trim details, roof • 
color, or façade material

• Brackets under roof eaves

• Wide fascia boards

• Stone chimneys

• Use of vivid color in the trim elements in 
contrast to a neutral base color

• Sidewalks in commercial areas 

• Grassy residential park strips

• Loose stone/boulder retaining walls 

• Wood post & rail fencing

• Use of animal motifs/decorations – 
western influence

• Basque/European influence

DOWNTOWN ANALYSIS materials, elements, and characteristics
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The Pioneer Building in downtown Elko is a historic building that houses the Western Folklife Center. The building’s design, scale 
and brick facade contribute to the creation of a traditional downtown ambiance. 
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THE VISION

A VISION FOr DOwNTOwN ELKO

Downtown Elko will be vibrant:  Elko’s downtown will be a very pedestrian 
friendly place with safe sidewalks and street-oriented businesses and retail activity. 
There will  be pedestrian amenities and infrastructure that support walking and 
biking, linking several nodal points and activity centers. Mixed commercial activity 
and the introduction of new restaurants, businesses and specialty retail will create 
jobs in Elko.

Downtown Elko will be a place to be: Public art will be incorporated into 
streetscape design in the downtown. Gateway features and signature architectural 
structures will be located around the downtown to serve as icons and landmarks. 
Street furnishings and streetscape will be themed to create distinct but unified 
districts. Street trees and planting will also be added to the planned improvements. 

Downtown Elko will be accessible: Great downtowns encourage walking, 
biking, and transit, but are also accessible by automobiles. Elko’s downtown 
will accommodate automobiles and provide efficient parking. On-street parking, 
structured parking and surface parking lots will be convenient and used where 
appropriate to bring patrons close to businesses, retail outlets and homes. 

Downtown Elko will be home: Creating diverse housing opportunities for 
different housing needs and life-cycles in downtown Elko is important to support 
new businesses and activity that will come in. This will also help to draw people 
downtown. Housing types will include apartments, town homes, condominiums, 
duplexes and single-family homes.

Downtown Elko will be preserved: A mix of cultures, and a mix of architectural 
styles, spanning over a hundred years have contributed to Elko’s existing character. 
This trait will be kept. Historic structures will be preserved and restored and new 
developments will be designed to ‘respect’ existing structures and character. New 
retail activity will not jeopardize existing businesses but rather coexist with, and 
complement, them.  
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THE VISION

The following pages in The Vision chapter of this document present ideas 
and concepts for realizing the Vision for the RDA for the downtown. It 
includes a description of character districts, a design concept for the 
parking corridor, and layers of functional systems that help to organize 
the downtown. 

Character Districts: The various RDA districts identify the desired 
character of each area by defining the major uses within a mixed use 
environment. 

Functional Systems: Functional systems include motorized and 
non-motorized mobility systems, open/public spaces, and the built 
environment. Thinking about downtown Elko in layers; this section 
explores existing systems within the downtown and the RDA area as a 
whole and identifies specific strategies for building on existing assets and 
ensuring efficient and effective extensions of those systems. 

Parking Corridor Design Concept:  A design concept for the downtown 
parking corridor is explored in this section. It includes a detailed look at 
characteristics along the corridor and parking possibilities.

framework
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THE VISION character districts
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THE VISION non-motorized mobility
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THE VISION vehicular network & parking
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THE VISION built environment

In comparison to the analysis diagram on page 30 of this document, it is evident 
from the above, that some interventions in Elko’s downtown can bring a balance 
between space assigned to vehicles and pedestrians. 
Notable among these is the redesign of the downtown parking corridor and the 
inclusion of more outdoor public spaces. Infill development, where appropriate, will 
strengthen the street wall and create a consistent urban edge in the downtown. 

Streetscape and sidewalk improvements, and the reuse of alleys, will 
increase the pedestrian use areas in the downtown. The inclusion of more 
street trees and park areas will reduce heat islands and create psychological 
and physical relief to pedestrians. This balance between the built and natural 
environment will also make the downtown a pleasant area for business and 
general activity. 
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THE VISION public space
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PARKING CORRIDOR 

gENErAL
ChArACTErISTICS

The design for the parking corridor consolidates 
Railroad and Commercial Streets into a two-way 
curvilinear central roadway.  Surface off-street 
parking,  and programmed open/park space and 
landscaping occur along the entire corridor.

The redesign of Elko’s railroad corridor 
has been the focus of the community 
since the railroad tracks were relocated 
in the 1980s. The corridor currently 
serves as a major surface parking area 
for the core of the downtown. A number 
of studies have been conducted over 
the years to redesign the corridor into 
a pleasant pedestrian zone, while 
functioning as an efficient transportation 
corridor and parking area.

The scope of this Visioning effort 
included another look at the corridor 
design. Ideas and concepts for the 
redesign of the corridor were generated  
during the charrette and developed 
during the course of the Visioning 
process. Three (3) options were 
considered, including the 2009 RDA 
adopted version.        

These options were thoroughly 
analyzed and discussed by City staff, 
downtown stakeholders, residents, and 
the consulting team. Eventually the 
option with a curvilinear central roadway 
through the corridor, described on the 
following pages, was settled upon for 
further analysis and recommended to 
the RDA for consideration.   

20-foot wide pedestrian walks/malls (sidewalks) 
lie on either side of the corridor and next to 
downtown businesses. The existing Greenbelt 
Express Park is kept and expanded.

Parking close to businesses Unimpeded pedestrian movement
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This curvilinear design for the downtown corridor is a very bold approach  
that will make Elko’s downtown a local and regional destination and create 
a spark for its revitalization. The introduction of pedestrian friendly spaces 
and venues such as amphitheaters, performance areas, water bodies, 
ice rinks, plazas, and parks will encourage people to hang out in the 
downtown throughout the day and through the seasons, promoting retail/
business activity and night life, while creating a ‘canvas’ for Elko’s well 
known festivals and events. 

The design has the following merits for the revitalization of the downtown:

More parking opportunities directly in front of downtown businesses. • 

Approximate total number of parking stalls within corridor (813), is • 
comparable to that of other options considered .

Curvilinear roadway works for traffic calming and pedestrian • 
prioritization.

More opportunities for landscaping, street trees, and park space • 
within the corridor, with pockets of spaces available for public art.

Large sidewalks to allow for unimpeded pedestrian/bicycle • 
movement, sidewalk dining, street furnishings, landscaping, and 
outdoor displays.  

The corridor plan can be phased and implemented block-by-block. As it is 
being implemented block by block, each block must also be designed to 
respond to the individual needs and wishes of adjacent property owners. 

Phasing is also possible within each block as outlined in the graphic on 
the next page. This will ensure that the development can be carried out 
within budget limits and also ensure minimal impact to downtown activity 
and businesses during the construction process.   

Xeriscape and context-sensitive  
landscaping

Greenbelt Express Park expanded, 
improved, and integrated into new design

Wide sidewalks allow for outdoor dining, 
street furnishing, and landscaping 
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PARKING CORRIDOR phasing of a typical block

PhASE 1 PhASE 2 PhASE 3

Railroad and Commercial Streets still • 
function as one-way streets.

A section of the curvilinear central • 
roadway is under construction and open 
for vehicular access when completed.

Parking remains the same as current  • 
conditions, although a few stalls may be 
lost during the construction of the new 
roadway.

Street trees and landscaping are • 
introduced along the new road

Traffic flow and storefront activity is not • 
disrupted.

Railroad St. is still open and functions as • 
a one-way street.

Commercial St. is closed to through • 
traffic and is integrated into the surface 
parking area. 

Access to the parking area is from the • 
new roadway, as well as the adjacent 
northwest/southeast cross streets. 

Through traffic can use the central • 
roadway or Railroad Street.

Landscaping is increased along the • 
central roadway and parking areas. 

Sidewalk improvements/expansion work • 
on either side of the corridor.

Railroad and Commercial Streets are • 
both closed to through traffic.

The central two-way road carries all the • 
southwest-northeast traffic through the 
corridor.

Parking and landscape work is • 
completed.

Access to the parking area is from the • 
new roadway, as well as the adjacent 
northwest/southeast cross streets. 

** Note that this phasing scenario may differ slightly for each block depending on land uses that occur within the corridor such as public parks and plazas. 
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This artist’s impression shows a street level view of the corridor at 5th Street. The corridor has 
taken on a new personality, making the downtown pleasant and pedestrian friendly. The drawing 
represents the following:

Landscaping
New street trees, park areas, and native plants bring the natural environment into the downtown 
built up environment. The trees are aesthetically pleasing, reduce the scale of the corridor, provide 
shade from the elements and improve the air quality. Native plants and xeriscape require little 
maintenance, but provide texture, color, and variety. 

Built Environment
Existing buildings and businesses that define the character of the downtown continue to frame the 
corridor and serve as landmarks and icons in the environment. New infill developments on vacant 
lots along the corridor have been built up into mixed use multi-story buildings. All first floor uses 
are pedestrian oriented and include local specialty stores, retail outlets, restaurants, professional 
offices, etc. Buildings have elements that contribute to the downtown character including awnings, 
large openings, and signage.

Mobility
The corridor still serves as a large surface parking area for the downtown. A greater number of 
parking stalls are in close proximity to businesses giving patrons close access to storefronts. 
Vehicular/pedestrian conflict is avoided and the central curvilinear roadway carries through traffic 
in the corridor. Large 20-foot pedestrian sidewalks and clearly articulated pedestrian walks and 
crossing points calm traffic and ensure the safety of the pedestrian.    

Street Furnishing
Benches, information kiosks, trash receptacles, drinking fountains,  and other pedestrian 
amenities are located along the sidewalks and at other points within the pedestrian zones in the 
corridor to provide comfort for users.  

Public Art
Public art pieces that reflect the history and culture of the City are found in the corridor. Some of 
these are interactive while others are passive.   
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CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

Massing and Orientation

Building Heights 2-4 stories
Setbacks 0-10’ 
Parking:

corridor, behind, shared, on-street

DISTrICT
ChArACTErISTICS

APPrOXIMATE DISTrICT ArEA

Acres SF
76 3,341,674

District Composition

Land Use % of 
Total

Retail 40
Office 25
Residential 10
Industry 0
Open Space 25
TOTAL 100

DO’S DON’TS

Do not allow setbacks beyond ten • 
(10) feet and ensure that a continuous 
urban edge is not destroyed.

Do not allow low density development • 
within the district. 

Do not separate buildings and major • 
streets with surface parking. Locate 
surface parking areas to the sides or 
back of buildings and also consolidate 
parking lots.  

Do not orient buildings away from • 
streets, and ensure that major 
entrances are on major streets. 

Do not allow large scale commercial  • 
development that do not conform 
to guidelines on breaking bulk and 
massing of commercial building 
facades.

Encourage first floor retail activity and • 
ensure that first floors of buildings open 
up to the street and the pedestrian.

Provide parking opportunities as • 
close to businesses as possible while 
ensuring that pedestrian and non-
motorized activity is conducted in a 
safe environment.

Create opportunities for public art and • 
for hosting cultural events 

Allow ample space for parks, plazas, • 
natural vegetation, water bodies, and 
play areas within the core of the Central 
Business District.

Utilize traffic calming strategies to limit • 
traffic speeds and eliminate vehicular- 
pedestrian conflicts.

Promote dense development and • 
mixed uses including housing and civic 
uses.
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The identified Central Business District is bordered on the northwest by 
Court St., on the southwest by 2nd St., on the southeast by Silver St., and 
on the northeast by 12th St. 

This district builds on the existing downtown core of Elko and will be 
developed as a traditional downtown with a historic character. The district 
includes the existing parking corridor, which is envisioned as a major 
regional attraction for business and shopping, arts and culture, and 
entertainment. 

Parking proximity to businesses, and large sidewalks for outdoor 
dining and street furnishings

Placemaking elements in public spaces such as plazas, parks, 
stages, public art, and landscape features

Alleys in the downtown core can be cleaned up and used as pleasant pedestrian paths. These alleys can have landscaping, lighting, and 
other pedestrian amenities. Burying overhead power/utility lines will help clean up the downtown’s skyline 

BEFOrE AFTEr
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URBAN MIX DISTRICT

DO’S DON’TS

Encourage horizontal and vertical mix • 
of uses and ensure that all first floor 
activity is pedestrian friendly

Eliminate vehicular pedestrian conflicts • 
and introduce traffic calming strategies; 
Also make the district bicycle friendly.  

Encourage infill development, and also • 
introduce contemporary building styles 
and designs.

Encourage development of high density • 
residential units including town homes,  
apartments, condominiums, duplexes 
etc.

Encourage light industrial uses and • 
consider the creation of artist’s/artisan’s 
enclaves within the district to promote 
Elko’s culture and enhance the mixed 
use character of the district. 

Introduce farmers and artisans markets • 
and encourage urban gardening.

Do not destroy Elko’s character with the • 
introduction of new designs and styles. 
Rather permit designs that creatively 
combine the historic character with 
contemporary designs.  

Do not allow low density development • 
within the district. 

Do not allow heavy industrial use in • 
the district and where possible relocate 
heavy industrial uses to other areas.

Do not separate buildings and major • 
streets with surface parking. Locate 
surface parking areas to the sides or 
back of buildings and also consolidate 
parking lots.  

Do not orient buildings away from • 
streets, and ensure that major 
entrances are on major streets. 

Do not allow ‘big-box’ development in • 
this district.

Massing and Orientation

Building Heights 2-4 stories
Setbacks 0-15’ 
Parking:

behind, shared, on-street

DISTrICT
ChArACTErISTICS

APPrOXIMATE DISTrICT ArEA

Acres SF
45 1,960,350

District Composition

Land Use % of 
Total

Retail 35
Office 15
Residential 30
Industry 10
Open Space 10
TOTAL 100
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The Urban Mix District is bordered on the northwest by Silver St., on the 
southwest by 2nd St., on the southeast by Water St., and on the northeast 
by 9th St. 

The district is envisioned to be of a high density, mixed use nature with a 
lot of opportunities for downtown housing. It will also have a contemporary 
feel and complement the Central Business District with less traditional 
businesses and development.

Community/urban gardening encourages community 
participation and appreciation for locally produced food 

Contemporary architectural styles bring a good balance to the 
traditional downtown core

High density multi-family housing opportunitiesSocial and cultural interaction through arts education and 
involvement 
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RIVER DISTRICT

DO’S DON’TS

Create a strong pedestrian connection • 
across the Humboldt River and 
the railroad tracks. Consider the 
improvement of the existing pedestrian 
bridge or the construction of a new 
pedestrian bridge for that purpose. This 
will ensure an effective connection to 
the downtown core.

Introduce landscaping and open • 
space development for recreation, 
preservation, and educational, 
purposes. This may include water 
features, native plants and trees, 
xeriscape landscaping, and park 
facilities.

Connect the district effectively to the • 
City’s trail and bike path system. 

Provide small retail/vending units, and • 
rest areas, to cater to the needs of 
users.

Do not encourage building activity • 
in this district. Limit to open space 
development.

Do not allow motorized traffic within the • 
district except on designated shared-
use trails. 

Do not tamper with or destroy the • 
Humboldt River’s natural systems 
through the development of the open 
space adjacent to it.

Do not jeopardize or obstruct the • 
functioning of the railroad tracks 
(and trains) within the district; In that 
regard, introduce safety measures and 
infrastructure to protect users in the 
district from trains and tracks. 

Massing and Orientation

Building Heights 1 story
Setbacks N/A 
Parking:

front, behind, shared, on-street

DISTrICT
ChArACTErISTICS

APPrOXIMATE DISTrICT ArEA

Acres SF
10 464,526

District Composition

Land Use % of 
Total

Retail 2
Office 0
Residential 0
Industry 0
Open Space 98
TOTAL 100
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The River District is bordered on the northwest by Water St., on 
the southwest by 5th St., on the southeast by Front St., and on the 
northeast by 9th St.

Landscape design can be used to introduce water features in the 
district since direct access to the Humboldt River is limited

A conceptual rendering of the River District showing open space development 
along the Humboldt River. The view looks north across the River
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INDUSTRIAL MIX DISTRICT

Massing and Orientation

Building Heights 1-3 stories
Setbacks 0-30’ 
Parking:

front, behind, shared, on-street

DISTrICT
ChArACTErISTICS

APPrOXIMATE DISTrICT ArEA

Acres SF
215 9,392,896

District Composition

Land Use % of 
Total

Retail 5
Office 10
Residential 5
Industry 70
Open Space 10
TOTAL 100

DO’S DON’TS

Ensure the development of high quality, • 
visually appealing, industrial and office 
buildings within the district.

Utilize gateway features and • 
architectural elements to create a 
sense of entry into the downtown.

Introduce landscape features and open • 
space development that will make the 
district pleasant, while carefully and 
safely integrating other uses such as 
housing and retail into the district.    

Develop infrastructure to support • 
multiple modes of transportation 
including transit, bicycle and pedestrian 
activity. 

Develop infrastructure to support ‘hi- • 
tech’, computing, and internet-based 
industries.

Do not encourage vacant, residual, or • 
under-utilized spaces within this district.   

Do not allow large surface parking lots • 
without landscaping or tree cover.

Do not permit industrial uses that may • 
be harmful to the health of residents 
within the district and the entire City.

Do not permit industrial uses, or waste • 
from industrial processes, that may 
destroy the natural ecosystem of the 
Humboldt River and its floodplain.

Do not encourage traditional strip or • 
‘big box’ development within the district. 
Rather permit large scale commercial 
development which conform to 
guidelines established to break scale, 
and massing.  
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This district is the largest in the RDA, and bookends the RDA area at the 
northeastern and southwestern corners.

The district will be composed mostly of industrial uses, with opportunities 
for business parks or employment centers, research and health facilities, 
satellite campuses, workforce/affordable housing, and business support 
services.

Housing opportunities for temporary and permanent workers, 
students, and young families 

Research centers, business parks, and satellite campuses. Good 
open space design and landscaping

Business support services

Industrial and warehouse type structures
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NEIGHBORHOOD DISTRICT

Massing and Orientation

Building Heights 1-3 stories
Setbacks 15’ min. 
Parking:

front, behind, shared, on-street

DISTrICT
ChArACTErISTICS

APPrOXIMATE DISTrICT ArEA

Acres SF
80 3,503,988

District Composition

Land Use % of 
Total

Retail 3
Office 5
Residential 75
Industry 2
Open Space 15
TOTAL 100

DO’S DON’TS

Ensure that historic residential • 
structures are preserved and protected, 
even as new and infill development 
comes into the district. 

Where possible, introduce multi-family • 
housing developments into the existing 
neighborhood fabric.

Ensure that neighborhood scale • 
commercial units are appropriate to the 
character of neighborhoods.

Develop trails, bike paths and multi-use • 
pathways within the district to provide 
residents with transportation options.

Beautify and landscape residential • 
neighborhoods and tie them into the 
rest of downtown through the use of 
light fixtures, signage, plant species, 
etc., especially along the 5th St. 
corridor.

Do not obstruct or destroy sidewalks, • 
pedestrian paths or safe routes to 
school.

Do not destroy traditional architectural • 
themes and promote the inclusion of 
traditional themes in new residential 
construction.

Do not allow high traffic speeds in the • 
district. Reduce traffic speeds through 
traffic calming strategies.

Explore services, systems and • 
strategies to protect the safety of 
residents, and their property, given the 
proximity of the neighborhoods to the 
downtown core. 
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The Neighborhood District bookends the RDA on the northwestern and 
southeastern corners. 

The district includes the 5th street corridor from Cedar St. to Interstate 80. 
The Neighborhood  District, as the name implies, will be primarily based 
on the character of existing residential neighborhoods within the RDA. Two 
schools, Elko High School and Southside Elementary School, can be found 
in the district. 

Pocket parks, play areas, 
and natural open space in a 
residential neighborhood are 
important for the comfort of 
residents 

Residential infill development can be used to replace 
neighborhood housing that may be run down or dilapidated

Elko High School is a significant landmark in the Neighborhood 
District  

Neighborhood preservation 
includes maintenance and 
restoration of existing homes 
with historic characteristics 

Neighborhood scale 
commercial development 
offer retail, and professional, 
services to residents and 
reduce vehicle miles traveled   

Beautification and 
improvement of the 5th St. 
corridor will be an important 
catalyst to the development of 
downtown
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DESIGN GUIDELINES

The Hendersen Building in Elko has elements that are desirable 
for the future character of the downtown, including large first 
floor windows and the articulated cornice   

INTENT OF gUIDELINES

The City of Elko’s downtown has been its main hub for 
commercial activity, cultural exchange, and gathering since 
the City’s beginnings. As the population continues to grow, 
there will be more demand for commercial development as 
well as for new institutional structures. The object of these 
guidelines is to guide future development that will protect 
and enhance the unique character of Elko. The scope of 
the application of these guidelines shall be limited to the 
‘Central Business District’ as defined by this document 
on page 45. 

The downtown area has a significant Western small town 
character and with plans underway for the future development 
of the RDA, and downtown core, these Design Guidelines are 
to be used to ensure that a quality, lasting area is developed 
in the Central Business District. New structures must affect 
the area in a positive manner, signifying continued growth, 
and not be detrimental through use of inappropriate massing, 
scale, or materials. These guidelines utilize approaches that 
intend to encourage a sense of place and a sustainability of 
the area. The guidelines are not meant to preclude making exception in the case 
of innovative design, and variances are allowed at the discretion of governing 
bodies.  

The Design Guidelines include four (4) major sections and their respective 
subsections. The sections are: Streetscape, Architectural Character, Parking 
and Signage.

Photographs, drawings, and diagrams included in each section illustrate 
desirable characteristics that describe the general intent of these guidelines. 
Adherence to the standards may require some flexibility depending on site 
specific conditions. Such flexibility, however, will not be contrary to the general 
intent of each section, as described.   
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DESIGN GUIDELINES streetscape
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gENErAL INTENT/INTrODUCTION

Streets are important public spaces that contribute to the character and identity of 
an area. The intent of streetscape guidelines is to create a collective streetscape 
of buildings, landscaping, and other site elements that identify the downtown 
area of Elko City as a cohesive commercial and mixed use district, rather than 
a conglomeration of individual structures. The overall streetscape design will be 
visually attractive, as well as, safe and comfortable.     

LAYOUT/SPATIAL FOrM

The general pattern of buildings must help to define streets as public open spaces. 
The following guidelines can be used to enhance spatial definition of the downtown 
area. Special consideration should be given to further enhance the streetscape and 
public amenities of key streets, such as 5th, Idaho, Railroad and Commercial. The 
RDA district boundaries, or other smaller overlay district boundaries within it may 
be used to implement a special streetscape enhancement approach.

a. Buildings located on corner lots must orient to both streets. In order to define 
these corner pad sites, a maximum building setback of 5 feet from the 
property line is required on both street-facing facades.  

b. Orient and align the street-facing facade of buildings to the street to help 
define and shape the street.

c. Orient primary entrances to streets and other public spaces, such as plazas, 
courtyards, and pathways that have higher levels of pedestrian activity.

d. Retain and restore contributing historic buildings to conserve historic character 
in the downtown core, where possible.

e. Consolidate driveways and entrances to minimize the amount of breaks in 
the street wall, maximize safety, and support the continuity of the streetscape 
design. 

f.  Locate a park strip between street and walkway, where possible, to provide 
a buffer from traffic. Park strips are recommended to be a minimum of six (6) 
feet wide, and generally a maximum of ten (10) feet in width.     

Commercial Street, Elko

Guidelines for the treatment of a typical corner 
lot in the downtown core

DESIGN GUIDELINESstreetscape
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Trees, landscaping, and furnishings help to 
frame streetscapes

Consistency in street tree spacing and type help 
to emphasize the continuity of the street 

AMENITIES (TrEES, LANDSCAPINg, FUrNIShINgS)

a. The use of amenities, such as street trees, is important to an overall 
streetscape design and can greatly help define a wider street. A consistent 
landscape and amenity design and theme along the length of a street or block 
can strengthen the association of unrelated buildings.  

b. In addition to street trees, other landscaping such as lawns, shrubs, or ground 
covers, provide a buffer between people and cars, as well as providing 
seasonal colors. Proper maintenance is essential to keep the benefits of these 
areas continuous.

c. Coordinated street furnishings, such as fencing, trash receptacles, bollards, 
bicycle racks, and seating , can be an important component in creating a 
unified, attractive look to a commercial streetscape. Maintenance, safety, 
and durability are the main considerations regarding choice and place of 
furnishings.

Trees

Street trees can be a critical element in defining the edges of a street. To realize the 
effect, street trees must be installed in a well-designed manner and well maintained 
over time.

a. Tree plantings shall be required in the park strip, set backs, and parking lots.

b. Provide a park strip of street trees between street and walkway, with trees 
spaced a minimum of every 30 feet. Trees must be placed a minimum of 40 
feet from street corners to allow visibility at intersections.

c. Select trees and other plant materials based on appearance, hardiness, and 
appropriateness to site location, solar orientation and local climate. Low-
water, low maintenance, and adaptable varieties are desirable. Consult water 
conservation programs for recommendations of appropriate tree varieties.

DESIGN GUIDELINES streetscape
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DESIGN GUIDELINESstreetscape

Bradford Pear 

d. Keep the choice of street tree(s) consistent for each corridor. Establish a 
pattern or design that will provide a large canopy while maintaining a suitable 
height to keep unobstructed passage of vehicles and pedestrians. 

e. Space trees appropriately from each other and from buildings and other 
structures to allow for full canopy growth.

f.  Select trees that will continue along the length of the corridor for greatest 
effect in defining the space.

g. Street trees must have a consistent, continued spacing without omissions. 
Design driveways, lamp poles, and other elements around the spacing of the 
trees.

h. Careful consideration must be given when selecting the type and location of 
trees in front of businesses so as not to obstruct business signage or building 
identification.

i.  Where street median trees occur, they may be of a smaller, ornamental 
variety; and design a consistent pattern along the length of the median.

Landscaping/Paving

Plant Material Standards:

1. Acceptable Plant Material - Vegetation must be suitable for USDA Hardiness 
Zone 4-5 (this zone includes Elko), and appropriate to site soils. The City may 
allow use of other plants if sufficient information is provided to show suitability 
including: hardiness, salt tolerance, sun and shade tolerance based on 
planting locations, growth habit etc. 

2. All plant materials shall conform to the standards of the American Nursery and 
Landscape Association.

Patmore Ash 

Autumn Blaze Maple

Greenspire Linden

Tree species 
recommended for 
USDA Hardiness 
Zone 4-5

DESIGN GUIDELINESstreetscape
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Street trees also act as backdrops for light 
displays at night and during the holidays 

Plant materials and shrubs should be well 
groomed and maintained at all stages of growth 

3. Minimum plant sizes recommended are as follows: 

  i.  Street Tree - 2 inch caliper (measured 6 inches above root ball) at time 
of planting. The minimum height and/or spread at maturity of a street 
tree shall be 30 feet or greater. Street trees shall be selected from this 
recommended list:

Autumn Blaze Maple (Acer x freemanii ‘Jeffersred’) 50 feet at maturity

Common Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis) 40 feet at maturity

London Plane Tree (Planatus x acerifolia ‘Bloodgood’) 60 feet at maturity

Bradford Pear (Pyrus calleryana ‘Bradford’) 35 feet at maturity

Prospector Elm (Ulmus wilsoniana “Prospector’) 40 feet at maturity

Greenspire Linden (Tilia cordata ‘Greenspire’) 40 feet at maturity

Patmore Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica ‘Patmore’) 45 feet at maturity

ii.  Ornamental Tree - 2 foot caliper (measured 4.5 inches above root ball) at 
time of printing. At maturity, an ornamental shall have a spread and height 
between 15 and 30 feet.

iii.  Evergreen tree - 6 foot tall at time of planting

iv.  Deciduous shrub - 5 gallon container

v.   Evergreen shrub - 5 gallon container

vi.  Perennials and ground covers -  1 gallon container

vii. Turf mix, native grasses and wild flower mixes may be planted as seed

4.  Plant quantities - Use sufficient numbers of plants based on size at mature  
growth to provide a minimum of 90% basal coverage of any mulch, or ground,  
or area in planting beds to meet the requirements. 

 i.  Landscaping along streets, easements, and public corridors must be 
consistent to reinforce the overall identity of the downtown. 

ii.  All Landscaped areas must be regularly maintained in a neat and orderly 
appearance as appropriate to the plant types. Leaves, clippings, and other 
debris must be immediately cleared when accumulation occurs.
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This street scene shows a combination of 
shrubs, mulch, and pavers in the landscape 
program 

Amenities like benches 
and drinking fountains 
encourage pedestrian 
activity in a downtown

iii.   A park strip of lawn may be most appropriate in streetscapes with a large 
area between the sidewalk and the street, or where a low pedestrian 
volume exists. Turf will be used in areas where there is a minimum of 8’ 
available, in order to accommodate irrigation systems and provide healthy 
root systems.

iv.   Ground covers are preferred for circumstances when a park strip width is 
between 5’ to 8’.

 v.   Pavers are preferred for areas where heavy foot traffic may occur.

vi.   Paved park strips must use a system that is permeable, in order to sustain 
and enhance the survival of street trees.  

vii.  Splash strips of 12”-18” should be considered for areas where on-street 
parking is not allowed in order to protect the park strip plantings from sand 
and salt used on the roadway. These should be installed in continuos 
sections for uniform appearance and durability. 

viii. Acceptable paving materials include brick, flagstone, or concrete pavers. 
Colored, scored, or stamped concrete may be considered.  

Furnishings

a. Identifying a beginning and end can enhance the definition of the street. 
Use well-designed entry monuments, statues, or other means to mark the 
entrance into the downtown of Elko.

b. Use district gateway markers throughout the downtown to define the 
downtown itself as well as distinct districts with it. The scale of the markers 
should relate to the street width, and size of buildings nearby. Markers must 
be effective both for the pedestrian and vehicular traffic, and should assist 
with wayfinding. 

c. Introduce furnishings that contribute to the beauty of the streetscape. This 
includes public art, banners, signs etc. 

d. Street furnishing should enhance the walking experience in the downtown and 
provide comfort to downtown users. Furnishings include seating/rest areas, 
information kiosks, water fountains, lights, bike racks, bollards, bus shelters 
etc.
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Creative use of landscaping, lighting and paving 
can improve alleyways and make them more 
safe and inviting as pedestrian pathways

Providing areas for outdoor activity, like dining, 
frees up sidewalks for pedestrian travel 

PAThS & wALKS

Paths and walks are used to provide proper separation of pedestrian and vehicular 
movement in a manner that encourages pedestrian activity, comfort and safety. 
Paths and walks within the downtown areas must be linked in some way to the 
overall future trail system of Elko City. 

a. Crosswalks must be of a paving material different from the rest of the street or 
drive to emphasize their location and increase the safety of pedestrians.

b. Walkways and sidewalks must be separated from travel lanes by either on-
street parking or landscape treatments.

c. Walkway widths will vary depending on intensity of adjacent uses. 
Recommended minimum requirements are 15 feet for primary walkways in 
high pedestrian traffic areas (i.e., stores, restaurants etc.) and 10 feet for 
secondary walkways in lower traffic areas (i.e., service oriented businesses, 
public buildings etc.). All walkways shall have a minimum of 6’ unobstructed 
walking space( with respect to overhanging of parked vehicles, landscaping, 
seating etc.).

d. Use wider sidewalks or patios to create additional space for more intensive 
sidewalk uses such as outdoor dining, rather than greatly encumbering the 
sidewalk for such uses.

e. Provide overhead weather and sun protection, such as canopies, awnings, 
balconies, or other overhangs, at building entrances.

f.  Provide pedestrian circulation and access to buildings adjacent to pedestrian 
corridors.

g. Interrupt large blocks  and development parcels exceeding 200 feet in length 
periodically with pedestrian paths, alleys, or driveways. These routes must be 
provided with appropriate lighting and amenities such as landscaping, street 
trees, seating, etc., to improve perception of pedestrian safety.

h. Develop pedestrian corridors to connect activity centers and blocks throughout 
Elko’s downtown and to surrounding residential neighborhoods.

i.  Use walkways between neighboring developments to enhance the flow of 
pedestrians.
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Drainage grates should be ADA compliant and 
should not pose a hazard to cyclists, wheelchair 
users, strollers or pedestrians. 

Street lighting in Elko’s downtown parking 
corridor

j.  Where on-street parking is not practical, other types of buffering such as 
landscaping, street trees, seating etc., should be used to improve the 
perception of pedestrian safety.

k.  Articulate and enhance pedestrian ways with furnishings, waste and recycle 
bins, lighting, paving materials, public art and landscaping.

l.   Provide for proper collection and drainage of water, snow, and ice from roofs, 
balconies, etc., to avoid standing water on walkways that may freeze and 
create a slipping hazard.

m. Drainage grates must allow safe passage by bicycles and pedestrians, and 
must be designed with some redundancy to reduce the possibility of clogging 
by leaves and other debris. They must be compliant with ADA standards.

LIghTINg

Provide efficient lighting that adequately provides safe environments while 
protecting adjacent properties from nuisance light. Coordinate streetscape lighting 
throughout the downtown area, including type of light source, style of poles, and 
fixtures. Lighting styles must be harmonious and complement the architectural and 
landscape features in the area.

Street Lighting
Street lighting must be consistent throughout Elko’s downtown. Street lighting must 
also be placed in planted and paved medians. 

a. Street light poles must be located at least 2.5 feet from the curb to avoid 
contact with car doors and bumpers if on-street parking is provided.

b. Lighting should be spaced between 100 and 150 feet apart.

c.  Light poles should be articulated with details such as flutes or moldings. 
Moldings or light fixture bases that reflect the character of Elko City/County 
are encouraged.  
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Pedestrian scale lighting 

d. Street light fixtures must be 15-18 feet in height. 

e. Light fixtures used in parking areas must not exceed 25 feet in height

f.  Single globe luminaires are recommended. Multiples globe luminaires may be 
considered for entryway points or special locations.

g.  All light poles on public streets shall have the required hardware and electrical 
outlets for hanging baskets, hanging banners and seasonal decorations 
promoting cultural and civic events.

h. Use the recommended applicable standards and lower candlefoots level 
of light as required in the Dark Sky Organization Outdoor Lighting Code 
Handbook.

i.  To reduce light pollution, lighting systems must obscure the lamp image to 
direct light where needed on site. All lighting shall be fully shielded and in 
compliancewith the applicable requirements/standards contained within the 
Outdoor Lighting Code Handbook and the specification of the Illuminating 
Engineering Association of North America (IESNA).

j.  Refer to the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO) Informational Guide for Roadway Lighting for additional 
lighting details.

Pedestrian Scale/Pathway Lighting
Pedestrians prefer lighting that is lower and more frequent than lighting designed 
for motorists. Pedestrian-scale lighting is recommended to have 15 foot tall posts 
with shields so as to direct the light to the street. Lower poles and bollards, must be 
used along walkways, public plazas, and other pedestrian areas to illuminate and 
identify routes and provide safety at night.  

a.  Align lights with street trees where possible

b.  Minimum horizontal light level recommendations are shown as follows:

 i.  Commercial pedestrian area/high pedestrian volume - 2.0 footcandles

ii.  Commercial pedestrian area/moderate pedestrian volume - 1.0 footcandle
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Pedestrian scale lighting
Street lighting

iii. High density residential areas: 0.4 footcandles

    (Refer to the AASHTO Informational Guide for Roadway Lighting for more 
lighting Details) 

c. Lights must be located at least 2.5 feet from the curb to avoid contact with car 
doors and bumpers if on-street parking is provided. 

d.  Lights must be spaced between 50 and 100 feet apart to avoid excess glare 
and provide room for street trees and other furnishings.

e.  Light poles must be of a height between 12 and 14 feet, to be of a pedestrian 
scale while avoiding glare into secondary story windows.  

f.  Single globe luminaires are recommended. Multiple globe luminaires may be 
considered for entryway points or special locations.

g. Standardize lighting for specific geographical locations such as in the new 
expanded Central Business District. 
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gENErAL INTENT/INTrODUCTION

It is the intent of the Design Guidelines that the designers and developers take 
time to understand the patterns inherent in the existing architectural character 
of downtown Elko and Elko City, and design new structures that relate to the 
existing context without impeding innovation, and projects. The design shall fit 
with the surrounding buildings and meet compliance with design standards. New 
designs shall strengthen and enhance the existing architectural patterns within the 
community.  

The character of Elko City must be positively conveyed through the appropriate 
use of massing, form, and materials, in new commercial structures. This subsection 
will first present general guidelines and standards for all development forms, 
followed by guidelines and standards specific for individual building forms. New 
development must be sensitive and complementary to the heritage of Elko, yet 
be balanced with present objectives to encourage development diversity and 
establish a vibrant commercial area.  The architectural guidelines and standards 
are designed to promote development that is compatible and complementary to the 
historic built environment of Elko. However direct imitation of historic architectural 
styles and specific details is not recommended. Rather, new development must 
relate to the fundaemental characteristics of Elko’s historic structures, yet use its 
own style and method of construction.  

Rhythms and proportions of existing buildings must be identified and incorporated 
into new construction. These include such things as wall to window or solid-
void ratio, bay division, proportion of openings, entrance and porch projections, 
and site coverage. Exterior surfaces must be compatible with those of existing 
historic structures or the collective character of Elko City in regard to scale, type, 
size, finish, texture, and color. Finishes must complement the existing scheme of 
Elko’s historic structures. Roof form and style must be appropriate for the selected 
building form. 

Contemporary design and architectural expression that follows the basic principles 
of the above guidelines and standards is appropriate. The guidelines are not meant 
to preclude making exception in the case of innovative design.   

Street-facing facade of a home in Elko 

Elko exhibits a number of architectural styles in 
the downtown. These reflect the rich history and 
cultural diversity in the area
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Massing and Orientation

a. Utilizing appropriate massing and orientation can allow new development 
to complement the heritage and character of Elko. New structures will use 
massing and orientation similar to that of existing historic structures. Building 
placement and orientation must also reinforce the connection to primary and 
secondary streets, contributing in a positive manner to the streetscape of the 
downtown. 

b. Small individual developments are preferred. Several small developments 
contribute a greater degree of diversity than a few large developments. 

c.  Where larger buildings are unavoidable, they should be located at the rear of 
a development parcel, with smaller individual developments along the street 
to preserve a consistent street front.

d.  Building massing shall generally conform to buildings in the surrounding 
vicinity. Breaking up large buildings with multiple facades shall be avoided 
unless they provide a meaningful purpose, and individual entrances to the 
larger building. However, appropriate detailing, scale, and proportion are 
elements that can be addressed through facade design.

e. Entrances to buildings or building complexes shall face onto or be clearly 
visible from a public street. Orient buildings to the main street, either parallel 
to the street or a maximum angle of 45 degrees. If a building is on a corner 
lot, it may have a corner orientation. This is not to preclude entrances or 
facade detailing to other orientations, such as the side parking lot.

f.  The perceived width of buildings must be consistent with smaller 
developments. Divide wider buildings into modules to convey a sense of more 
traditional construction, yet remain true to the interior layout/programming 
of the building. This is especially recommended for a series of adjacent 
businesses built in one development. 

g. Use courts and atria to help vary the mass of buildings with large floor plates 
and introduce natural light to the interior. 

h. Utilize the front and side setbacks to create usable public gathering spaces, 
such as plazas or patio/outdoor seating areas,  or for landscaping. 

Variety in facade treatment within a consistent 
street massing, creates order and interest

Building entrances should be clearly visible 
from the street
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Corner building oriented to both streets

i.  Provide for depth and variation in a façade through the use of different colors, 
materials, and other details.

j.   Avoid flat looking walls/facades and large, boxy buildings. Break up the flat front 
effect by introducing projecting elements such as wings, porticos, bay windows, 
awnings, recessed balconies and/or alcoves. Staggered bays will also contribute 
to a greater definition of a façade. Specific guidelines for different building forms 
are given in the recommended building forms section of this chapter.

k.  Give the greatest consideration in terms of design emphasis and detailing to the 
street facing façade (or façades if a corner site). Clusters of buildings in a single 
planned development may utilize common or compatible building forms and/
or architectural styles, with a secondary emphasis on the internal relationships 
of buildings around a shared parking facility, interior court, landscaped yard, or 
plaza.

l.  Buildings on corner sites shall orient to both streets. These buildings are 
encouraged to have an entrance situated at or near the corner.

m. Use sculpture, fountains, monuments, and landscape to enhance the three  
dimensional quality of outdoor spaces.

height

Building heights shall comply with the limits as established in the City code for the 
underlying zone. Building heights of a maximum of five (5) stories are considered 
desirable and appropriate to the scale of downtown Elko;  special consideration may 
be provided for a specific use that may require more stories.

Exterior walls and Surfaces: Building Materials

a. Implement architectural design that includes elements drawn from a the history 
of the community. The character of Elko City is of that of a Western town with 
a mining, railroad, and ranching community. The central guiding principle for 
design and development within Elko is that, the architecture shall preserve and 
strengthen the character of the existing town and its neighborhoods, creating a 
compatible character in newly developed areas.

Street furnishings help to break up blank street 
walls, and massing, and bring comfort to the 
pedestrian   
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Earth tones create warm and friendly 
environments in downtowns

b. Materials for exterior walls and surfaces must be selected based on 
durability, appearance, timelessness as well as compatibility with those used 
for the historic structures found in Elko.

c. To complement and be compatible with the character of Elko, masonry 
building materials, such as brick, cut stone, and concrete block, are to 
be used as the primary building material for at least 60% of the building 
facades of commercial development in the downtown. Many varieties and 
colors of brick are available and acceptable for use. Other materials may be 
considered for use as a primary building material, based on review by the 
City.

d. Secondary building materials in the downtown may include brick, stone, 
concrete block, cement stucco, and wood/cement board siding. These 
materials are highly desirable over architectural metals, plastics, vinyl, and 
faux siding materials including synthetic stucco-type materials.

e. Scale, texture, detailing, and fenestration must be greatest at the ground 
floor, where the level of visibility and adjacency to pedestrian activity is 
greatest.

f.  Use materials in a manner that is consistent and visually true to the nature of 
the building material.

g. Use primary building materials for facades that front onto public ways. 
Secondary building materials may be used as accents on these facades, or 
on less visible facades.

h. Use natural building breaks (such as inside corners) for changes in 
materials, rather than abrupt changes or changes at outside corners to avoid 
the appliqué look of a material.

i.   Avoid the use of synthetic materials.

j.   Innovative use of other materials may be considered.

k.  Consider durability, life cycle, and embodied energy (the amount of energy  
required to manufacture a material) in the selection of materials.

Brick, stone, and masonry should dominate 
commercial storefront facades in the downtown 
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Awnings work as shading devices from the elements, break 
up building scale, and provide interest along the street

Textures, Colors, Finishes

a.  Design elements such as color and materials must reinforce the scale and 
character of the downtown and the heritage of Elko. Avoid large areas of the 
same color and/or materials with no relief. Conversely, avoid the use of too 
many materials and/or colors, which may create busy or incongruous facades. 
Use materials that have a modular pattern closest to pedestrian ways to add 
scale, texture and visual interest.

b.  Earth tones are generally preferred over harsh or loud colors, except where 
more vibrant colors are used to create a special effect that is harmonious with 
the adjacent context.

c.  The use of color schemes must be compatible with the surrounding areas.

d.  Simplicity is encouraged regarding color. Excessive amounts of different colors 
shall not be used. Brighter colors are recommended for use as accents only.

e.  The texture and finish of a structure will convey a modern, yet timeless, 
building.

f.  Use a balance of colors and materials to break up the monotony in larger 
developments.

windows and Door/Fenestration

a.  Windows and doors make important contributions to the appearance of 
any building, and must be of a similar design and style to the general 
character of Elko’s historic buildings.

b.  Facades that front on to public ways will contain functional windows and 
doors, with a balance of solids and voids (40% to 60% respectively).

c.  Windows at the ground level must be of clear glass, and placed at a height 
that relates visual connection of indoor and outdoor environments.

d.  Avoid the use of dark-tinted or reflective glass windows. Where possible, 
awnings, balconies, eaves, arbors, landscaping, and other shading devices 
are effective, and can be far more visually interesting.

Fenestration at the pedestrian level should allow for visual 
connection between indoor and outdoor spaces
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e. Consider the use of canopies or awnings on windows that directly abut  
pedestrian walkways to provide protection from the elements. Sun and glare 
can be controlled with awnings, canopies, balconies, trellises, foliage, and 
other shading devices that also protect pedestrians from inclement weather.

f.  Materials for framing windows shall be compatible to the primary exterior 
material.

g.  Avoid blank facades with no fenestration on the primary street frontage. 
The ground floor of the primary façade shall be 60% fenestration at the 
pedestrian level.

h.  At least 60% of the primary ground story façade facing public streets, 
easements and other right-of-way corridors must be transparent glazing, to 
enhance the pedestrian environment, to connect the building interior to the 
outside, and to provide ambient lighting at night.

i.  Dark and obscure glazing must not be used at the ground level, except 
where harsh solar conditions cannot be controlled with other devices.

Architectural Styles: Exterior Trim and Decorative Detailing

While building form is the primary identifying characteristic of a structure, 
architectural style, represented by the use of exterior trim and detailing, is a 
secondary characteristic. In general, most detail is simple in form and application, 
while still being attractive. This simplified approach to trim and detail must also be 
utilized for new construction.

a. Use details and features that work well with the chosen primary and 
secondary building materials.

b. Design details to be visually true and consistent with their materials of 
construction.

c. The use of details can break up uninspiring solid surfaces and helps to avoid 
the box-like appearance often seen in new construction.

d. Trim and details must be simple in material and design. A classic, timeless 
style should be considered.

Transparent fenestration/glazing promotes 
commercial activity by allowing pedestrians to 
view displays in stores 

Trim and detailing add rhythm and interest to 
blank facades
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Roof types 

e. Materials for trim and details shall be compatible with the primary exterior 
material.

 f.  Excessive ornamentation is not recommended.

g.  Avoid use of pasted on details that do not reflect internal pattern of building 
or are not proper use of materials. Avoid façade appliqués as a method to 
modulate the façade. Exterior materials, massing, modulation, etc., must relate 
to the indoor function and use of the structure. 

Roofing

Roofing is a significant design feature. The form, height, color, pattern, materials, 
configuration, and massing of the roof contribute to the success of a structure. Roof 
mass and form must be consistent with the scale and proportions of the building as 
well as the architectural character. 

a. Use no more than two roof types in a single structure i.e. a primary and 
secondary roof type.

b. Roof materials visible from the street (i.e. sloped roofs), must be harmonious in 
texture, color, and with other building materials.

c.  Sloped roofs must be carefully designed to shed snow away from all pedestrian 
ways.

Mechanical and Service Areas

Mechanical, electrical, and communications equipment such as heating and cooling 
units, transformers, control boxes, and antennas must not be located on primary 
facades.

a. Rooftop mechanical units are desirable where possible, and must be screened 
from view with integrated architectural elements (walls, parapets, etc.).

b.  Meters, stacks, and service pipes must be located conveniently for service and 
use, but not on primary façades.

c. Loading docks must be located near parking facilities, in alley ways or on side 
streets, and designed or screened in a way that minimizes their visual impact.

Screened-off service area
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Shade trees, landscaping and low screen walls 
are essential in mitigating the impact of large 
parking lots on streetscapes

gENErAL INTENT/INTrODUCTION

Parking is a necessary element in all downtowns. Parking provides safe secure areas 
for automobiles and brings patrons closer to businesses and services. However quite 
often, parking, and spaces for the automobile tend to take precedence in the design 
of many downtowns. This trend kills the pedestrian zone and creates vehicular 
pedestrian conflicts which do not encourage walking or non-motorized activity.    

The intent of the following guidelines is to ensure that adequate, safe, and accessible 
parking is provided in Elko’s downtown, and that parking opportunities may enhance, 
rather than destroy, pedestrian activity.

a. Surface parking must be located so as to minimize the break in streetscape 
character and design, yet have sufficient visibility for safety and convenience. 
Refer to Elko City Parking Ordinances for requirements.

b. The use of shade trees, landscaping, and low screen walls can help diminish 
the dominant and often negative visual impact of parking lots, especially near 
adjacent residences and parks.

c.  On-street parking provides an effective buffer for the pedestrian as well as 
easy access to surrounding businesses and reduces the amount of surface lot 
parking needed. Even a few spaces provide a positive perception of parking 
availability.

 
Surface Parking

a. Locate the majority of a surface parking lot to the rear of a building, although 
small side parking lots are allowed. Side parking lots must be minimized to 
provide more continuity between adjacent structures.

b. Encourage the use of shared parking lots that provide more efficient parking 
patterns. Shared parking with all businesses in an area can help reduce the 
overall amount of surface parking needed in the commercial district. Cross 
easement agreements must be in place for shared parking allowances.

c. Include on-street parking where street width and traffic patterns/speed limits 
allow. Angled parking may be effectively utilized on side streets.

On street parking is a good traffic calming 
strategy and also serves as a buffer between the 
pedestrian on the sidewalk and moving cars  
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Landscape elements can be used to separate 
parking from walkways

d. Design primary access points to avoid traffic conflicts. Wherever possible, 
they should be located across from existing access drives and streets.

e. Minimize the number of access points from the street by encouraging shared/
common driveways for multiple buildings or a building complex.

f.  Use side streets or drives for access to parking areas when feasible.

g. Make parking areas visible enough to discourage crime and vandalism and 
utilize CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design) principles in 
the design and layout of the parking (resource: http://www.cpted-watch.com/). 

h. Provide perimeter and interior islands throughout parking lots to break up hard 
surfaced areas. Islands must be landscaped with shade trees that will provide 
a canopy as well as other lower level landscape elements and plantings.

i.  Interior islands must be minimum 6 feet in width to allow adequate drip line for 
trees and landscaping. This minimizes visual impact of expanses of asphalt 
and controls cross traffic through the lot.

j.   Any parking lot landscaping must be well maintained and manicured to 
prevent it from creating safety/security hazards.

k.  Parking lots and structures must have uniform identification signs.

l.   Locate parking lots back from buildings to allow for pedestrian space, such as 
walkways and benches, and landscaping.

m. Separate parking from pedestrian walkways, both interior and exterior, using 
landscaping elements.

n.  Parking areas should provide for snow storage 

o.  Parking areas should provide areas for waste storage

p.  Provide stalls in parking areas that are suitable for ADA accessibility and 
parking

Parking garages/Structures

a. Ensure that the designs of parking structures fit into the general fabric of the 
downtown in terms of building form and massing, orientation, style, material, 
color, etc. 

Well designed parking structures with retail on 
the first floor blend well into the urban fabric 
and erase the notion of parking structures as 
being unfriendly and boring
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b. Encourage the use of the first floor of parking garages 
for pedestrian friendly activity, in order not to destroy 
streetscapes.

c. Locate parking structures in areas that are safe, 
accessible, and close to the heart of downtown 
activity. 

Driveways and Circulation

a.  Encourage shared driveways and automobile 
entrances to minimize conflicts between automobiles 
and pedestrians. Use a coordinated and shared 
system to access parking and delivery areas at the 
rear of buildings where possible. Shared parking 
agreements must be in place.

b. Walkway materials perpendicular to the drive shall 
continue across the drive apron to help alert drivers to 
possible pedestrian activity.

c. Locate interior driving routes so that conflict with the 
pedestrian is minimized.

d. Interior circulation drives must be articulated and 
reinforced with other site design features such as 
lighting standards, trees and other plantings, special 
paving and walkways. Include an interior circulation 
system that clearly defines the route to parking areas.

e. Minimize conflicts between pedestrians, service 
vehicles, and customer vehicles through proper design and layout of 
the parking lot. 

f.  Reduce traffic impacts to neighboring residential areas by proper 
location and design of all parking areas.

g. Clearly delineate crosswalks from parking areas to surrounding 
businesses/residences with the use of contrasting pavers and/or 
striping.

Consolidated parking and the use of shared driveways, create 
stronger street fronts and also reduce the number of crossing 
points for pedestrians.
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gENErAL INTENT/INTrODUCTION

Downtown Elko is unique in terms of the range of signage it possesses. Elko’s 
signs reflect several historical and architectural eras. The range of signs are most 
evident on Idaho Street. The signs in the downtown include informational, store front, 
directional, and novelty.

a.  Allow adequate signage with a historic style, appropriate in size and location 
to attract customers while protecting the character of neighboring properties 
and City identity.

b. Signs must be located closest to the ground floor of buildings, where 
pedestrians and drivers most easily see them. Signs must be easy to read.

c.  Signs must keep with the adopted Elko City sign ordinance. 

 Commercial Signs

a. Sign materials and colors must be complementary to the materials, colors and  
architecture of the related structure.

b.  Signs must be large enough to be visible and read with ease, yet not 
dominate the structure or streetscape by an overly large scale.

c.  A variety of shapes, sizes, and materials are possible for most signs; these 
must be selected to complement the architecture and color scheme of the 
building/development.

d.  Fully backlit signs are not recommended. Individual backlit or neon letters, 
or front- or side-lit signs are preferred. Lighting fixtures for signs must 
be consistent with the architecture and lighting scheme for the building/
development.

e.  Signage or wording is not encouraged on the sloped part of awnings. Simple 
lettering may be used on the hanging valence part of awnings.

f.  Sign materials should be of high quality, durable materials that will maintain 
their beauty and appearance for many years. Consider the use of materials 
such as bronze, brass and copper, that patina naturally with age.

Historic signs in downtown Elko.

DESIGN GUIDELINESsignage
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Awning Sign

g.  Signs on historic structures must be designed and attached such that they do 
not damage or destroy elements of the building.

h.  Signs within a development should have a common element, such as type of 
sign, color scheme, or lettering to provide a sense of continuity.

SIgN TYPES AND LOCATION

Some of the types of signs recommended may be appropriate for use as a primary sign 
for an entity. Others may be more appropriate for use as a secondary or pedestrian-
scale sign that is better seen while walking by or through a development.

Monument Signs
a.  A free-standing, two-sided sign, generally placed in the front setback area 

between the building and the street.

b.  Appropriate at entry drives or paths for building complexes, and typically 
include identification for multiple businesses.

c.  Suitable for use with historic structures to avoid unnecessary damage to the 
structure, which often can occur with sign installation.

d.  The maximum areas of the sign shall be 72 square feet at a height no greater 
than five (5) feet. No greater than four (4) feet if close to an intersection.

e.  The sign shall identify the name of the development and / or business, no off-
site advertising is permitted on the sign. 

Blade/Bracket Signs
a.  A two-sided sign, usually mounted by a metal bracket and projecting from a 

building’s façade.

b. Can be well suited for both pedestrians and drivers, since they can be viewed 
from far down a sidewalk or street depending on the size/scale.

c.  Can also be located on the corner of a building where they can be visible from 
two directions.

d.  Often shaped to mimic an architectural element of the building to reinforce the 
style of the building.

Monument Sign

Artistic Pole Sign

DESIGN GUIDELINES DESIGN GUIDELINESsignage signage
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e.  Simple mounting brackets should be used, so as not to detract 
from the sign itself.

Signboards/Flush Mounted Signs
a. Usually a long, narrow panel, located just above the main entrance 

on a storefront. Sometimes, individual lettering is used directly on 
the building instead of attached to a signboard panel.

b. Generally most suitable as a pedestrian-scale sign, or at an 
intersection, where signs can be viewed most easily at oblique 
angles.

Pedestrian-scale, Artistic Pole Signs
a. Usually a long, narrow panel, located just above the main entrance 

on a storefront. Sometimes, individual lettering is used directly on 
the building instead of attached to a signboard panel.

b.  Height must be such that the hanging signboard does not interfere 
with pedestrian traffic. Height should be between 12-15 feet.

c.  Suitable at the front of a yard or plaza where businesses may be 
set back from the street or are not visible.

d.  Suitable for use with historic structures to avoid unnecessary 
damage to the structure, which often can occur with sign 
installation. 

window and Door Signs
a. Window/doorway signage shall be allowed underneath an awning 

or canopy. The sign may not exceed two (2) feet in length and 
eight (8) inches in height.

b. Traditionally, these were painted signs, but the same look may be 
achieved through the application of thin, vinyl appliqués; another 
alternative is to hang a sign placed on clear glass or acrylic in the 
window or door.

c.  Windows may be used to advertise a sale or special promotion for 
a period not to exceed two weeks.

Plaques
a.  Wall mounted plaques located near an entry or recessed 

vestibule; often used to direct patrons to upper level offices or 
businesses.

Wayfinding Signs
a.  Directional signs must be low, highly visible, and integrated 

with other graphic and design systems throughout the district. 
Directional signage for cars and people on the street must be 
consistent with any signage within the interior of a development.

b.  Larger retail developments or complexes may include a single 
monument at each public drive entry noting the names of 
businesses within the complex.

c.  Each building within a complex or development must have a 
legible address sign, visible both day and night. Numbers must be 
a minimum of eight (8) inches high.

Wayfinding Blade/BracketFlush Mounted

DESIGN GUIDELINES DESIGN GUIDELINESsignage signage
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Current work Plan

Projects listed within the Current Work Plan are those that were determined to offer 
the RDA the greatest benefit over the life of the RDA, to generate the most and 
fastest additional tax increment, and those that could be undertaken immediately. 

Future Implementation Projects   

IMPLEMENTATION

Litter control and waste receptacles in the 
downtown are important to the community, and 
are listed in the Implementation section of this 
document under ‘current work plan.’

Implementation will take many years and change will happen incrementally.  Full 
implementation of this vision will likely take fifty or more years to occur. The goal 
of this current effort was to identify the community’s top priorities, balance those 
priorities against project costs, and to determine which projects should be the first 
few to tackle. A series of implementation projects are identified in this document, 
and have been categorized by project type. Projects are also divided into two major 
categories:

The implementation of the Elko Redevelopment Agency Master Plan and the vision 
identified through this process will depend on the hard work and dedication of the 
RDA, the RAC, and a variety of downtown stakeholders and activists.  

The list of implementation projects that follow the current work plan represent 
a comprehensive list of projects identified by stakeholders through a visioning 
process. The majority of these projects have not yet been evaluated for political, 
legal, or social practicality. This will occur as the current work plan is nearing 
completion, and additional projects are being considered for elevation to the 
current work plan list. Many of these projects are high priorities for the downtown 
community and should be considered for elevation to the Current Work Plan list as 
soon as resources are available to undertake them.      

Elko Street Department team work on 
streetscape improvements. Photo courtesy Elko 
Daily Free Press.
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PrOjECT IMPLEMENTATION & PrIOrITIZATION

Both lists of projects should be reviewed each year by the RDA as the annual RDA 
budget is approved. The project list review should be coordinated with the City’s 
capital improvements plans or other work plans.

IMPLEMENTATION PrOjECT ShEETS

For each project listed, in either the current or future project lists, information is 
offered that preliminarily identifies:

what • is the project and what are some logical implementation steps?

why•  is the project important for the RDA?

who•  should participate in project implementation?

when•  the project should be completed in terms of both priority and timeline?

how•  the project could be funded?

IMPLEMENTATION framework
Pr

IO
r

IT
Y

COST

HIGHEST PRIORITY
LOW COST

HIGHEST PRIORITY 
MID COST

HIGHEST PRIORITY
HIGH COST

HIGH PRIORITY
LOW COST

HIGH PRIORITY
MID COST

HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH COST

LOW PRIORITY 
LOW COST

LOW PRIORITY
MID COST

LOW PRIORITY
HIGH COST

As projects are moved from the Future to Current lists, the RDA should conduct 
an analysis to compare the project’s priority and its estimated cost. The diagram 
to the left is an example of a tool that could be used to evaluate which projects 
to undertake next. Low hanging fruits (projects that are high priorities and low 
cost) should be seriously considered as they could be quick successes for the 
RDA. Lower priority items that are also estimated to be low cost projects may 
also be considered as early projects to undertake because they can be easily 
accomplished. As projects are undertaken, progress should be tracked and 
documented. Completed projects should be saved in a Completed Projects file as a 
record of the accomplishments of the RDA and its various stakeholders.
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IMPLEMENTATIONframework

Representatives of the RDA

Key Persons of Elko City Departments

Chairperson of the RDA  Advisory Council

Chairperson of the Arts & Culture Advisory 
Committee

• Redevelopment Advisory Council

• Downtown Stakeholders

• Elko Redevelopment Agency

OrgANIZATIONAL FrAMEwOrK

Ensuring continued progress and 
focus on implementing the RDA 
Master Plan and this vision will 
require a process  and framework 
for managing implementation 
efforts. An organizational 
framework has been identified to 
give structure to the 
implementation of this vision.  
This framework helps establish a 
process for the tracking and 
monitoring of progress on project 
implementation.  This framework 
includes three levels of 
participation under the RDA’s 
oversight:
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IMPLEMENTATION

Elko residents gather to share ideas on the 
City’s Master Plan update. Spring 2010 

Elko residents actively volunteer and help with 
community projects. Residents volunteered their 
time and resources for the River Walk project

framework

The Elko Redevelopment Agency (RDA) by state 
statute, is responsible for overseeing, managing, and 
coordinated redevelopment and revitalization projects 
within the redevelopment area.  The RDA Board of 
Directors will be the ultimate authority for 
implementation of this vision and the RDA Master Plan.  
This body will approve project budgets, assist in sorting 
through conflicting priorities, and will assist in securing 
funding for specific projects.  The RDA will also assist 
with projects if they encounter barriers or challenges 
that are difficult to overcome or require coordination 
within the RDA’s or the City of Elko’s regulatory 
structure.  

Elko redevelopment Agency
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IMPLEMENTATIONframework

Project champions come with different backgrounds 
and experiences to spearhead projects in the 
downtown. Projects will include economic 
development initiatives, infrastructure provisions, 
beautification, public art, transportation systems, 
open space enhancements, and pedestrian 
amenities.  

Redevelopment Advisory Council

The Redevelopment Advisory Council will comprise of the following: a member 
from the RDA, the president or designee of the Downtown Business Association, 
the chairperson or designee of the Arts & Culture Advisory Board, the executive 
director/board member or designee of the NNRDA, the executive director or 
designee of the Elko Chamber of Commerce and two (2) stakeholders from the 
redevelopment area. In the event that one of these members is not able to 
maintain their position, the RDA may select other representatives to serve. 
Membership shall also include four (4) ex-officio members, being representatives 
from the Elko County School District, Great Basin College, Elko County, and the 
Elko Convention and Visitors Authority. The Redevelopment Advisory Council will 
meet as needed and will receive day-to-day administrative support from the RDA 
staff.  It is anticipated that during the initial stages of implementation that this 
committee will meet monthly.  Once implementation is underway this committee 
may meet every two months or quarterly. Responsibilities of the Redevelopment 
Advisory Council will include:

a. Hold forums and meetings pursuant to Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) 241 to
    promote the exchange of information;
b. Obtain public input;
c. Assist in the development of Design Guidelines and any restrictions or controls
    to be approved by the Elko Redevelopment Agency;
d. Recommend proposed amendments to the City of Elko Redevelopment Plan;
e. To the extent delegated by the RDA, coordinate and manage implementation
    of the vision and the RDA Master Plan, ensuring the overall vision is kept in
    sight and maintained;
f.  Monitor and evaluate progress in carrying out the vision;
g. To the extent delegated by the RDA, oversee and coordinate among the
    projected Action Groups;
h. Estimate the overall needs for resources to accomplish the various projects,
    and to the extent delegated by the RDA, provide direction in the allocation of
    resources among these projects;
i.  Sort among competing priorities and conflicting activities;
j.  Communicate the intent, activities and progress of the implementation effort to
    the community, stakeholders, and interested organizations;
k. Give recognition to people and groups and as they accomplish action items
    and project implementation activities; and,
l.  Help with the identification, and recruitment, of Project Champions.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Project Champions

Successful implementation efforts all have an individual or group behind them 
ensuring that focus and energy is maintained on the project and that measurable 
progress is being made. One way to set up this effort for success is to identify 
individual Project Champions to take on responsibility for leading specific 
implementation efforts.  Project Champions may be any of the following, depending 
on the nature of each project:

reports.

framework

• A member of the RDA

• A member of the RAC

• An RDA or City of Elko staff person

• Any other downtown stakeholder interest 

These Project Champions are not expected to carry the full responsibility 
of implementation themselves, but are expected to serve as leadership for 
individual efforts.  Project Champions will recruit individuals to participate in the 
implementation of a project, and these small project committees will meet as 
needed throughout the duration of the implementation effort.  It is expected that 
Project Champions will  attend and participate in regular Redevelopment 
Advisory Council meetings to report on their progress and activities related to 
project implementation. Project Champion responsibilities include:

• Recruiting stakeholder volunteers. 

• Organizing and leading project coordination meetings.

• Communicating project implementation progress and needs to the RAC.

• Developing project goals, benchmarks, and timelines.

• Leading and taking action on specific project action steps.

• Prepare regular progress updates to be included in the RAC progress 

Residents identify better with community 
projects when they are involved in the decision-
making process.  All sectors and age groups 
within the Elko population should be educated 
about, and allowed to participate, in the process.
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IMPLEMENTATIONframework

Stakeholders

A primary objective of this visioning and strategic planning effort was to build 
relationships among the downtown Elko community.  Resources among the RDA, 
the City of Elko, and the Downtown Business Association are limited; therefore, 
implementation of the ideas in this document and the RDA Master Plan will require 
the participation of many dozens of stakeholders and volunteers.  Many of these 
projects are large undertakings, and responsibility for managing and furthering 
their implementation progress will need to be shared.  Downtown Stakeholders will 
mainly be comprised of the Downtown Business Association and may include:

Great Basin College• 

Downtown property owners and developers• 

Artists, historians, architects, designers, etc.• 

Residents• 

Any other interested organization, family, or individual• 

It is anticipated that downtown Stakeholders will volunteer to assist Project 
Champions in working towards implementation.  Responsibilities may include:

Participating in project coordination meetings.• 

Recruiting other stakeholder volunteers.• 

Assisting Project Champions in developing project goals, benchmarks, and time • 
lines.

Leading and taking action on specific project action steps.• 
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IMPLEMENTATION tools

IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS

It is impossible to implement all projects identified immediately, 
or even over the next ten years.  Full implementation of this vision 
will take many years to occur.  The goal of this current effort is to 
identify the community’s top priorities, balance those with their 
cost, and to determine which 5-7 projects will be the first to tackle.  
It may be that some of the highest priority projects are deferred to a 
later time when more funding is available.  They will remain highest 
priority items, but may not be included in the first set of projects to 
undertake.

In order to address the ambitious list of projects and action steps that 
make up this plan, the Elko community will need to draw from a wide 
range of resources.  Because resources will always be in short supply, 
it is necessary to prioritize among many competing priorities - both 
among competing priorities within the downtown, and among needs in 
of the general community versus downtown. This allocation of scarce 
resources (money and man power) requires a thoughtful, disciplined 
approach to ensure that all resources are used to the best advantage of 
the community.  

For the most part, resources needed for implementation of the projects 
and vision contained within the document will fall into two categories:  
volunteering and funding.

A great deal can be accomplished when a group of impassioned people 
get together behind a common goal.  The success of this plan will rely 
on having a set of champions to step forward to organize the work on 
individual projects.  People skilled in organizing and leading groups, in 
overcoming obstacles, and in some cases raising funds will bring about 
change and measurable progress towards implementing this plan.

Some projects identified in this plan closely align to the roles and 
responsibilities of certain governmental services, but others go beyond 
the traditional scope of local government. For this reason, as well as the 
lack of sufficient funds for all desired improvements, implementation of 
many of the projects included within this document will require private-

sector funding. Consequently, the implementation of this plan will 
rely heavily on finding creative ways to pool resources to accomplish 
individual projects, and implementation will take time.

This plan should consider the following sources of funding to carry out 
its objectives: Improvement Districts for local improvements.

Improvement Districts are geographical areas within a municipality 
that are designated by the governing body to which assessments are 
made for the purpose of making improvements.  Funds may also be 
used to conduct promotional activities within a district that has been 
created for commercial area vitalization. (NRS Chapter 271).  Generally, 
however, these districts are generally formed to finance infrastructure 
improvements.   Allowable improvements are defined in NRS 271.265 
and include projects related to: commercial area vitalization, curb and 
gutter, drainage, energy efficiency improvements, off-street parking, 
overpasses, parks, public safety, renewable energy, sanitary sewer, 
security walls, sidewalks, storm sewer, streets, street beautification, 
transportation, underpasses, water, electrical, telephone, underground 
conversion, art and tourism and entertainment. 

Assessments shall be levied based on “a front foot, zone, area or other 
equitable basis.”  The assessments may not exceed the estimated 
“maximum special benefits to the tract assessed or its reasonable 
market value” (NRS 271.040), The governing body shall have the power 
to issue bonds that will be repaid with levied assessments.

Commercial Area Vitalization Projects

Nevada law provides for “commercial area vitalization projects” (NRS 
271.063) which are restricted to areas zoned primarily for commercial 
purposes, including: 1) beautificiation and improvements of the public 
portions of such areas; and 2) improvements through providing 
promotional activities.  Beautification and improvement activities may 
include: public restrooms; facilities for outdoor lighting and heating; 
decorations; fountains; landscaping; facilities or equipment that will 
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enhance protection of persons and property; ramps, sidewalks and 
plazas; and rehabilitation or removal of existing structures.

Based redevelopment Areas and Tax Increment Financing

Three years ago a redevelopment area was formed in Elko’s downtown 
and tax increment funds (TIF) are already being generated in this 
area. Similar to most states, the Nevada Legislature has provided 
this resource in order to allow local areas to focus more intensely on 
underperforming areas or areas in need of redevelopment. With the 
consent of other property taxing entities (school district, county, water 
districts) – which has already been obtained for the Elko Downtown 
RDA -- the Redevelopment Agency may direct the use of the TIF 
funds for improvements within a project area. Debt may be issued in 
redevelopment areas, and TIF may be used as a viable repayment 
source.  However, today’s financial markets consider tax increment more 
risky than other municipal revenue streams such as property taxes, 
sales taxes or utility revenues and interest rates associated with TIF are 
therefore higher than rates associated with other sources.  Elko may, 
therefore, want to consider pledging other revenue sources such as sales 
taxes while using TIF as the actual repayment source.

general Improvement Districts

While Nevada law provides for the creation of General Improvement 
Districts (NRS, Chapter 318), a General Improvement District is not 
desirable for a downtown area.  Generally these districts are created 
to provide specific facilties and services, and not to deal with the 
wide variety of needs in a downtown area.  Further, these districts 
take significant political will to create, and cover larger areas than the 
redevelopment project area.  General Improvement Districts have wide-
ranging powers, including taxation and eminent domain.

City general Fund and Capital Improvement Fund revenues

The Municipal Council exercises discretion in the budgeting of City monies 
for a wide range of services and activities.  However, for the most part 
these funds are committed to paying for City-wide services or types of 
capital projects which recur year after year.  Consequently, they are not 
available for new purposes without decreasing the quality of some other 
service the City is already providing.

On a limited basis, certain Strategic Plan actions may be able to utilize 
the time and talents of City staff on special projects without requiring a 
major, permanent reallocation of City resources to a new mission.  Some 
Plan actions may even fit within the normal scope of work of some City 
departments.  Examples may include downtown zoning enforcement, 
traffic and parking enforcement, some cleaning/maintenance, 
collaboration with other governmental entities and private groups to 
bring about downtown progress (including administrative support to the 
overall Strategic Plan implementation), preparation of the various narrow-
focus plans and policies called for in the Strategic Plan, revision and 
administration of development codes, efforts toward train whistle “quiet 
zones,” support of cultural events and festivals, graffiti removal, public 
safety efforts, and others. 

City Enterprise Funds

Many cities carry out functions which operate somewhat like private 
businesses, in that a user fee is charged for a service and the fees 
essentially cover the costs of the service.  These tend to be services 
offered City-wide, for which it is possible to clearly identify the service user 
and how much of the service they are using (such as water or electricity).  
Occasionally the mission and purposes associated with these enterprise 
funds may overlap with downtown strategies and actions.  Upsizing 
of  water, sewer, or electrical lines to serve new office and residential 
buildings downtown (the costs of which would ultimately be borne by the 
developers of these buildings or their eventual utility-using tenants) would 

IMPLEMENTATIONtools
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fall into this category, especially to the extent that improvements would 
also benefit the flow, efficiency, peak period capacity, etc., of citywide 
systems.

User Fees

Some City operations which are not enterprise funds may nonetheless 
charge individual users for services they provide.  This happens 
commonly with the use of some parks and recreation facilities and 
attendance at some City-sponsored cultural events.  User fees may 
be employed to offset the costs of some such events called for in the 
Strategic Plan. User fees offer several benefits as well. When properly 
applied, user fees provide a fair and equitable method for assessing 
service charges between users, while generating necessary revenues to 
support operations and maintenance.

Impact Fees

Impact fees are one-time fees charged to new development to ensure 
that new development is charged its fair share of the additional capital 
facilities required by the growth that is occurring.  Impact fees are based 
on a proportionate share analysis that relates the fee charged to the 
benefit received by the development.  Impact fees are not seen as having 
any significant role in funding projects for the downtown area because 
most of the area is already built out.  Therefore, most activity in the 
downtown area is rehabilitation, rather than new construction.

Projects Undertaken by Other governmental Entities

To the extent that the State of Nevada, Elko County, the Elko School 
District, and other levels of government have responsibility for certain 
services and facilities, their interests will sometimes be aligned with 
downtown priorities.  Two major downtown streets, Idaho Street and the 

Mountain City Highway, are State highways, and Interstate 80 is also 
a State responsibility.  Consequently, in situations where the State of 
Nevada is making decisions regarding the future of these roads it is vitally 
important for the City to state its interests clearly.  

Future additions to state courts buildings, public school programs and 
school building decisions, County governmental complex, and numerous 
other actions by public entities all will bring institutions into the downtown 
which are important to achieving downtown vision.  Champions working 
on projects that relate to these kinds of projects need to ensure that 
downtown vision objectives are accounted for in such projects.

Federal and State grants

There may be opportunities to obtain help from other levels of 
government for specific plan actions.  The City has had some success 
in the past in obtaining federal help with downtown parking structures, 
and this may continue on a limited basis in the future.  The City may 
also be eligible to receive federal grants focused on addressing housing 
and other needs of low and moderate-income households, and these 
funds likely can continue to help maintain and enhance the historic 
neighborhoods surrounding the downtown.  Lesser portions of these 
grants are also sometimes used to counteract downtown decline, 
particularly in the form of infrastructure improvements and property 
acquisition for redevelopment.

New Private Development

Elko’s push to revitalize the Downtown area will be bolstered by private 
investment from  local businesses.  For example, the redevelopment 
of existing buildings, updating of existing facades or new building 
construction can improve downtown activity and variety.  The manner 
in which this new investment is deployed will be critically important 
for the development of Downtown.  High-quality and well-maintained 
landscaping, well-designed new outdoor gathering places, and 
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building designs which are both sustainable and complementary of the 
traditional, unique 5th Street and parking corridor streets are among the 
implementation projects where new private-sector development will be a 
key partnership in the success and revitalization of this area.

re-Use and Maintenance of Existing Private Development

So much of what makes downtown Elko a unique, interesting district is 
attributable to downtown’s decades-old buildings and the businesses 
which occupy them – and the residential areas that surround the business 
district.  These should be recognized as resources to be marshaled in 
fulfilling this vision, and still more private investment must be added 
to them to enhance their quality.  Government does not have all the 
resources necessary to fulfill all plan objectives (nor would that be 
desirable even if it were possible).  Just as new private development is 
crucial to downtown success, so also is investment in the maintenance 
and imaginative re-use of existing buildings by their private-sector owners 
and tenants a necessary key to achieving the downtown vision.

Donors

Certain actions identified in this plan lend themselves particularly well 
to funding by private donors.  Water features, outdoor gathering places, 
public art, and gateway features can be difficult for local government 
to fund, but are great rallying opportunities for large and small donors.  
“Buying” a paving brick which memorializes a person’s name in a new 
plaza or walkway has become a popular way to attract many small 
donors to participate in a large project and can help to build community 
interest and ownership in changes taking place in a downtown.  Elko is 
home to many large mining companies that could be excellent partners 
and donors.

Foundations

A variety of private foundations exist that seek  projects to fund that 
help to carry out their particular prioritiesAs fundraising proceeds for 
downtown Elko projects, the Project Champions who take on those 
projects should systematically survey foundations to identify those that 
may be oriented to downtown Elko vision objectives.  
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Based on information provided by Elko City, the 2011 tax increment funds 
(TIF) generated by the downtown redevelopment area should reach 
$115,210. Future projections for TIF were provided by the City through 
the year 2014 and represent an average annual growth rate of 23 percent 
per year over the three-year period from 2011 to 2014.

RDA TIF REVENUE PROJECTIONS
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Annual Tax 
Increment $88,641 $93,923 $115,210 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880

Source: Elko City

Projections beyond the year 2014 were made by the consultants at much 
more conservative and sustainable rates. For purposes of analysis, future 
revenues have been projected at average growth rates of one percent, 
two percent and five percent annually. Projections have been made 
through the year 2038, representing the last year through which the RDA 
extends. This is a 30-year RDA that is in its third year of existence in 
2011.

The table below shows the considerable difference in annual revenues 
generated at five-year intervals, given growth rates of one percent, two 
percent and five percent respectively.

RDA TIF REVENUE PROJECTIONS
Sensitivity Analysis

Total 2011 - 
2038

Annual 
revenue 
in 2015

Annual 
revenue 
in 2020

Annual 
revenue 
in 2025

Annual 
revenue 
in 2030

Annual 
revenue in 

2035
1% growth $88,641 $93,923 $115,210 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880
2% growth $7,243,810 $220,198 $243,116 $268,420 $296,357 $327,202
5% growth $10,632,436 $226,674 $289,300 $369,228 $471,239 $601,434

The RDA can either use these funds on a pay-as-you-go basis, 
or it can bond against future tax increment revenue streams. 
The advantage of bonding is that the City can put in more 
improvements “up-front” by borrowing against the future revenue 
streams. The advantage of pay-as-you-go is that all revenues 
are spent on projects, and not on interest costs.

If the RDA chooses to bond, which it is legally allowed to do, it 
fortunately has a three-year history of revenues which will be 
to its advantage in the bond markets. However, given market 
conditions and the perceived added risk of tax increment in 
comparison to other revenue streams such as property or 
sales taxes, tax increment bonds are generally issued for 
approximately one percentage point higher than bonds backed 
by property taxes, sales taxes or utility revenues. If the City were 
willing to backstop the tax increment bonds by pledging another 
repayment source, but use tax increment as the actual payment 
source, it would reduce its interest payments by approximately 
one percent.

Tax increment funds also cannot be monetized to the extent that 
other funds, perceived as more stable in the bond markets, can 
be monetized. Typically, financing through tax increment bonds 
can only be obtained for $0.50 to $0.70 on the dollar and require 
a coverage ratio of at least 140 percent. In comparison, revenue 
streams perceived as more stable in the markets generally 
require a coverage ratio closer to 120 percent.

The following table compares projects that could be funded, 
assuming bonds are issued in 2011 for a 25-year term, in 2021 
for an 18-year term and in 2029 for a 10‐year term and 5.25 
percent interest rate.1 It is likely that additional bonds would 
be issued over time. More detailed information on these three 
scenarios is provided in the Appendix.



IMPLEMENTATIONassessment of funding capability

The analysis also assumes purchase of the railroad properties ($600,000 
portion) at the same interest rate for which bonds are issued. Based 
on information received at the public meeting held in January 2011, 
personnel costs of $40,000 per year for the RDA have been included as 
part of the analysis. If it is deemed that such a person is not necessary 
in the near term for the RDA to function, then additional funds would be 
available for bonding and for capital projects.

BONDING AND PAYMENT SCENARIOS
(Assumes RDA personnel)

1% growth 2% growth 5% growth
Anticipated Revenue $6,426,250 $7,243,810 $10,632,436
2011 Bond Pmts -$2,057,321 -$2,057,321 -$2,057,321
2021 Bond Pmts -$1,403,483 -$1,615,956 -$2,333,212
2029 Bond Pmts -$359,757 -$560,557 -$1,406,310
Bond Proceeds $2,254,588 $2,537,447 $3,617,886
Less: Purchase of 
RR Property -$786,489 -$786,489 -$786,489

Less: RDA Personnel -$1,120,000 -$1,120,000 -$1,120,000
Capital Projects 
Funded/Bond Yrs -$2,600,000 -$3,100,000 -$4,800,000

Net Cash on Hand $580,961 $768,106 $1,974,162

Total Funded $5,087,450 $5,774,595 $8,680,651
Personnel Costs -$1,120,000 -$1,120,000 -$1,120,000
Purchase of RR 
Property -$786,489 -$786,489 -$786,489

Available for Capital 
Projects -$3,180,961 -$3,868,106 -$6,774,162

Interest Paid -$1,338,800 -$1,469,215 -$1,951,785

In the above scenarios, the difference between the anticipated revenue 
and the total projects funded is due to interest costs. The following table 
shows the same analysis, but does not include any RDA personnel. The 
amount available for capital projects increases significantly when RDA 
personnel are not included in the analysis.

BONDING AND PAYMENT SCENARIOS
(Assumes No RDA personnel)

1% Growth 2% Growth 5% Growth
Anticipated Revenue $6,426,250 $7,243,810 $10,632,436
2011 Bond Pmts -$2,057,321 -$2,057,321 -$2,057,321
2021 Bond Pmts -$1,917,769 -$2,130,242 -$2,847,498
2029 Bond Pmts -$441,389 -$642,189 -$1,487,943
Bond Proceeds $2,636,780 $2,919,639 $4,000,078
Less: Purchase of 
RR Property -$786,489 -$786,489 -$786,489

Less: RDA Personnel $0 $0 $0
Capital Projects 
Funded/Bond Yrs -$3,550,000 -$4,000,000 -$5,700,000

Net Cash on Hand $537,235 $774,380 $1,980,435

Total Funded $4,873,724 $5,560,869 $8,466,924
Personnel Costs $0 $0 $0
Purchase of RR 
Property -$786,489 -$786,489 -$786,489

Available for Capital 
Projects -$4,087,235 -$4,774,380 -$7,680,435

Interest Paid -$1,552,526 -$1,682,941 -$2,165,511



REVENUE ANALYSIS RDA PERSONNEL INCLUDED
Growth Rate 0.01

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $94,626 $113,903 $135,383 $159,087 $185,037 $213,256 $20,826 $54,329 $90,170 $128,371 $168,958 $211,953 $257,380 $305,265 $88,726 $105,623 $125,051 $147,035 $171,602 $198,777 $228,586 $343,348 $460,798
Anticipated Revenue $6,426,250 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $218,039 $220,219 $222,421 $224,646 $226,892 $229,161 $231,453 $233,767 $236,105 $238,466 $240,851 $243,259 $245,692 $248,149 $250,630 $253,136 $255,668 $258,224 $260,807 $263,415 $266,049 $268,709 $271,396 $274,110
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $1,403,483 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971
2029 Bond Pmts $359,757 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976
Bond Proceeds $2,254,588 $1,109,136 $876,381 $269,071
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $1,120,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Years $2,600,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $500,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $580,961 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $94,626 $113,903 $135,383 $159,087 $185,037 $213,256 $20,826 $54,329 $90,170 $128,371 $168,958 $211,953 $257,380 $305,265 $88,726 $105,623 $125,051 $147,035 $171,602 $198,777 $228,586 $343,348 $460,798 $580,961

Total Projects Funded $5,087,450
Personnel Costs $1,120,000
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $3,180,961
Interest Paid $1,338,800

REVENUE ANALYSIS LYRB
Growth Rate 0.02

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $96,785 $120,444 $148,596 $181,330 $218,737 $260,912 $5,878 $46,748 $92,676 $143,764 $200,116 $261,836 $329,032 $401,812 $43,489 $71,723 $105,883 $146,089 $192,462 $245,124 $304,202 $452,118 $606,708
Anticipated Revenue $7,243,810 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $220,198 $224,602 $229,094 $233,676 $238,349 $243,116 $247,978 $252,938 $257,997 $263,157 $268,420 $273,788 $279,264 $284,849 $290,546 $296,357 $302,284 $308,330 $314,496 $320,786 $327,202 $333,746 $340,421 $347,230
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $1,615,956 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775
2029 Bond Pmts $560,557 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056
Bond Proceeds $2,537,447 $1,109,136 $1,009,056 $419,255
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $1,120,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Years $3,100,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,300,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $800,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $768,106 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $96,785 $120,444 $148,596 $181,330 $218,737 $260,912 $5,878 $46,748 $92,676 $143,764 $200,116 $261,836 $329,032 $401,812 $43,489 $71,723 $105,883 $146,089 $192,462 $245,124 $304,202 $452,118 $606,708 $768,106

Total Projects Funded $5,774,595
Personnel Costs $1,120,000
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $3,868,106
Interest Paid $1,469,215

REVENUE ANALYSIS LYRB
Growth Rate 0.05

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $103,261 $140,327 $189,293 $250,755 $325,337 $413,695 $22,479 $89,516 $172,501 $272,232 $389,544 $525,318 $680,476 $855,988 $64,056 $142,748 $245,002 $371,997 $524,968 $705,215 $914,102 $1,235,354 $1,588,181
Anticipated Revenue $10,632,436 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $226,674 $238,008 $249,908 $262,404 $275,524 $289,300 $303,765 $318,953 $334,901 $351,646 $369,228 $387,690 $407,074 $427,428 $448,799 $471,239 $494,801 $519,541 $545,518 $572,794 $601,434 $631,505 $663,081 $696,235
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $2,333,212 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623
2029 Bond Pmts $1,406,310 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631
Bond Proceeds $3,617,886 $1,109,136 $1,456,935 $1,051,815
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $1,120,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Yrs $4,800,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,900,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,900,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $1,974,162 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $103,261 $140,327 $189,293 $250,755 $325,337 $413,695 $22,479 $89,516 $172,501 $272,232 $389,544 $525,318 $680,476 $855,988 $64,056 $142,748 $245,002 $371,997 $524,968 $705,215 $914,102 $1,235,354 $1,588,181 $1,974,162

Total Projects Funded $8,680,651
Personnel Costs $1,120,000
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $6,774,162
Interest Paid $1,951,785



REVENUE ANALYSIS RDA PERSONNEL INCLUDED
Growth Rate 0.01

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $94,626 $113,903 $135,383 $159,087 $185,037 $213,256 $20,826 $54,329 $90,170 $128,371 $168,958 $211,953 $257,380 $305,265 $88,726 $105,623 $125,051 $147,035 $171,602 $198,777 $228,586 $343,348 $460,798
Anticipated Revenue $6,426,250 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $218,039 $220,219 $222,421 $224,646 $226,892 $229,161 $231,453 $233,767 $236,105 $238,466 $240,851 $243,259 $245,692 $248,149 $250,630 $253,136 $255,668 $258,224 $260,807 $263,415 $266,049 $268,709 $271,396 $274,110
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $1,403,483 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971 $77,971
2029 Bond Pmts $359,757 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976 $35,976
Bond Proceeds $2,254,588 $1,109,136 $876,381 $269,071
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $1,120,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Years $2,600,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $500,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $580,961 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $94,626 $113,903 $135,383 $159,087 $185,037 $213,256 $20,826 $54,329 $90,170 $128,371 $168,958 $211,953 $257,380 $305,265 $88,726 $105,623 $125,051 $147,035 $171,602 $198,777 $228,586 $343,348 $460,798 $580,961

Total Projects Funded $5,087,450
Personnel Costs $1,120,000
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $3,180,961
Interest Paid $1,338,800

REVENUE ANALYSIS LYRB
Growth Rate 0.02

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $96,785 $120,444 $148,596 $181,330 $218,737 $260,912 $5,878 $46,748 $92,676 $143,764 $200,116 $261,836 $329,032 $401,812 $43,489 $71,723 $105,883 $146,089 $192,462 $245,124 $304,202 $452,118 $606,708
Anticipated Revenue $7,243,810 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $220,198 $224,602 $229,094 $233,676 $238,349 $243,116 $247,978 $252,938 $257,997 $263,157 $268,420 $273,788 $279,264 $284,849 $290,546 $296,357 $302,284 $308,330 $314,496 $320,786 $327,202 $333,746 $340,421 $347,230
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $1,615,956 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775 $89,775
2029 Bond Pmts $560,557 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056 $56,056
Bond Proceeds $2,537,447 $1,109,136 $1,009,056 $419,255
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $1,120,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Years $3,100,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,300,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $800,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $768,106 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $96,785 $120,444 $148,596 $181,330 $218,737 $260,912 $5,878 $46,748 $92,676 $143,764 $200,116 $261,836 $329,032 $401,812 $43,489 $71,723 $105,883 $146,089 $192,462 $245,124 $304,202 $452,118 $606,708 $768,106

Total Projects Funded $5,774,595
Personnel Costs $1,120,000
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $3,868,106
Interest Paid $1,469,215

REVENUE ANALYSIS LYRB
Growth Rate 0.05

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $103,261 $140,327 $189,293 $250,755 $325,337 $413,695 $22,479 $89,516 $172,501 $272,232 $389,544 $525,318 $680,476 $855,988 $64,056 $142,748 $245,002 $371,997 $524,968 $705,215 $914,102 $1,235,354 $1,588,181
Anticipated Revenue $10,632,436 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $226,674 $238,008 $249,908 $262,404 $275,524 $289,300 $303,765 $318,953 $334,901 $351,646 $369,228 $387,690 $407,074 $427,428 $448,799 $471,239 $494,801 $519,541 $545,518 $572,794 $601,434 $631,505 $663,081 $696,235
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $2,333,212 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623 $129,623
2029 Bond Pmts $1,406,310 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631 $140,631
Bond Proceeds $3,617,886 $1,109,136 $1,456,935 $1,051,815
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $1,120,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Yrs $4,800,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,900,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,900,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $1,974,162 $135,367 $82,205 $62,590 $77,529 $103,261 $140,327 $189,293 $250,755 $325,337 $413,695 $22,479 $89,516 $172,501 $272,232 $389,544 $525,318 $680,476 $855,988 $64,056 $142,748 $245,002 $371,997 $524,968 $705,215 $914,102 $1,235,354 $1,588,181 $1,974,162

Total Projects Funded $8,680,651
Personnel Costs $1,120,000
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $6,774,162
Interest Paid $1,951,785



REVENUE ANALYSIS NO RDA PERSONNEL
Growth Rate 0.01

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $294,626 $353,903 $415,383 $479,087 $545,037 $613,256 $53,391 $98,323 $145,592 $195,223 $247,238 $301,661 $358,517 $417,830 $15,612 $35,774 $58,467 $83,717 $111,549 $141,989 $175,064 $293,091 $413,806
Anticipated Revenue $6,426,250 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $218,039 $220,219 $222,421 $224,646 $226,892 $229,161 $231,453 $233,767 $236,105 $238,466 $240,851 $243,259 $245,692 $248,149 $250,630 $253,136 $255,668 $258,224 $260,807 $263,415 $266,049 $268,709 $271,396 $274,110
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $1,917,769 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543
2029 Bond Pmts $441,389 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139
Bond Proceeds $2,636,780 $1,109,136 $1,197,518 $330,126
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Yrs $3,550,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,800,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $750,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $537,235 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $294,626 $353,903 $415,383 $479,087 $545,037 $613,256 $53,391 $98,323 $145,592 $195,223 $247,238 $301,661 $358,517 $417,830 $15,612 $35,774 $58,467 $83,717 $111,549 $141,989 $175,064 $293,091 $413,806 $537,235

Total Projects Funded $4,873,724
Personnel Costs $0
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $4,087,235
Interest Paid $1,552,526

REVENUE ANALYSIS LYRB
Growth Rate 0 02Growth Rate 0.02

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $296,785 $360,444 $428,596 $501,330 $578,737 $660,912 $38,443 $90,742 $148,099 $210,616 $278,396 $351,544 $430,168 $514,378 $20,375 $51,874 $89,300 $132,771 $182,409 $238,337 $300,680 $451,861 $609,716
Anticipated Revenue $7,243,810 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $220,198 $224,602 $229,094 $233,676 $238,349 $243,116 $247,978 $252,938 $257,997 $263,157 $268,420 $273,788 $279,264 $284,849 $290,546 $296,357 $302,284 $308,330 $314,496 $320,786 $327,202 $333,746 $340,421 $347,230
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $2,130,242 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347
2029 Bond Pmts $642,189 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219
Bond Proceeds $2,919,639 $1,109,136 $1,330,193 $480,310
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Yrs $4,000,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $774,380 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $296,785 $360,444 $428,596 $501,330 $578,737 $660,912 $38,443 $90,742 $148,099 $210,616 $278,396 $351,544 $430,168 $514,378 $20,375 $51,874 $89,300 $132,771 $182,409 $238,337 $300,680 $451,861 $609,716 $774,380

Total Projects Funded $5,560,869
Personnel Costs $0
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $4,774,380
Interest Paid $1,682,941

REVENUE ANALYSIS LYRB
Growth Rate 0.05

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $303,261 $380,327 $469,293 $570,755 $685,337 $813,695 $55,044 $133,510 $227,924 $339,083 $467,824 $615,026 $781,613 $968,554 $40,941 $122,899 $228,419 $358,678 $514,915 $698,428 $910,580 $1,235,097 $1,591,189
Anticipated Revenue $10,632,436 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $226,674 $238,008 $249,908 $262,404 $275,524 $289,300 $303,765 $318,953 $334,901 $351,646 $369,228 $387,690 $407,074 $427,428 $448,799 $471,239 $494,801 $519,541 $545,518 $572,794 $601,434 $631,505 $663,081 $696,235
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $2,847,498 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194
2029 Bond Pmts $1,487,943 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794
Bond Proceeds $4,000,078 $1,109,136 $1,778,072 $1,112,870
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Yrs $5,700,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,600,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $1,980,435 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $303,261 $380,327 $469,293 $570,755 $685,337 $813,695 $55,044 $133,510 $227,924 $339,083 $467,824 $615,026 $781,613 $968,554 $40,941 $122,899 $228,419 $358,678 $514,915 $698,428 $910,580 $1,235,097 $1,591,189 $1,980,435

Total Projects Funded $8,466,924
Personnel Costs $0
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $7,680,435
Interest Paid $2,165,511



REVENUE ANALYSIS NO RDA PERSONNEL
Growth Rate 0.01

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $294,626 $353,903 $415,383 $479,087 $545,037 $613,256 $53,391 $98,323 $145,592 $195,223 $247,238 $301,661 $358,517 $417,830 $15,612 $35,774 $58,467 $83,717 $111,549 $141,989 $175,064 $293,091 $413,806
Anticipated Revenue $6,426,250 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $218,039 $220,219 $222,421 $224,646 $226,892 $229,161 $231,453 $233,767 $236,105 $238,466 $240,851 $243,259 $245,692 $248,149 $250,630 $253,136 $255,668 $258,224 $260,807 $263,415 $266,049 $268,709 $271,396 $274,110
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $1,917,769 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543 $106,543
2029 Bond Pmts $441,389 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139 $44,139
Bond Proceeds $2,636,780 $1,109,136 $1,197,518 $330,126
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Yrs $3,550,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,800,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $750,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $537,235 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $294,626 $353,903 $415,383 $479,087 $545,037 $613,256 $53,391 $98,323 $145,592 $195,223 $247,238 $301,661 $358,517 $417,830 $15,612 $35,774 $58,467 $83,717 $111,549 $141,989 $175,064 $293,091 $413,806 $537,235

Total Projects Funded $4,873,724
Personnel Costs $0
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $4,087,235
Interest Paid $1,552,526

REVENUE ANALYSIS LYRB
Growth Rate 0 02Growth Rate 0.02

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $296,785 $360,444 $428,596 $501,330 $578,737 $660,912 $38,443 $90,742 $148,099 $210,616 $278,396 $351,544 $430,168 $514,378 $20,375 $51,874 $89,300 $132,771 $182,409 $238,337 $300,680 $451,861 $609,716
Anticipated Revenue $7,243,810 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $220,198 $224,602 $229,094 $233,676 $238,349 $243,116 $247,978 $252,938 $257,997 $263,157 $268,420 $273,788 $279,264 $284,849 $290,546 $296,357 $302,284 $308,330 $314,496 $320,786 $327,202 $333,746 $340,421 $347,230
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $2,130,242 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347 $118,347
2029 Bond Pmts $642,189 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219 $64,219
Bond Proceeds $2,919,639 $1,109,136 $1,330,193 $480,310
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Yrs $4,000,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $774,380 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $296,785 $360,444 $428,596 $501,330 $578,737 $660,912 $38,443 $90,742 $148,099 $210,616 $278,396 $351,544 $430,168 $514,378 $20,375 $51,874 $89,300 $132,771 $182,409 $238,337 $300,680 $451,861 $609,716 $774,380

Total Projects Funded $5,560,869
Personnel Costs $0
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $4,774,380
Interest Paid $1,682,941

REVENUE ANALYSIS LYRB
Growth Rate 0.05

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TOTAL 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Beginning Cash Balance $227,173 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $303,261 $380,327 $469,293 $570,755 $685,337 $813,695 $55,044 $133,510 $227,924 $339,083 $467,824 $615,026 $781,613 $968,554 $40,941 $122,899 $228,419 $358,678 $514,915 $698,428 $910,580 $1,235,097 $1,591,189
Anticipated Revenue $10,632,436 $147,780 $181,327 $215,880 $226,674 $238,008 $249,908 $262,404 $275,524 $289,300 $303,765 $318,953 $334,901 $351,646 $369,228 $387,690 $407,074 $427,428 $448,799 $471,239 $494,801 $519,541 $545,518 $572,794 $601,434 $631,505 $663,081 $696,235
2011 Bond Pmts $2,057,321 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293 $82,293
2021 Bond Pmts $2,847,498 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194 $158,194
2029 Bond Pmts $1,487,943 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794 $148,794
Bond Proceeds $4,000,078 $1,109,136 $1,778,072 $1,112,870
Less: Purchase of RR property $786,489 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649 $78,649
Less: RDA personnel $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Capital Projects Funded/Bond Yrs $5,700,000 $1,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,600,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Cash on Hand $1,980,435 $175,367 $162,205 $182,590 $237,529 $303,261 $380,327 $469,293 $570,755 $685,337 $813,695 $55,044 $133,510 $227,924 $339,083 $467,824 $615,026 $781,613 $968,554 $40,941 $122,899 $228,419 $358,678 $514,915 $698,428 $910,580 $1,235,097 $1,591,189 $1,980,435

Total Projects Funded $8,466,924
Personnel Costs $0
Purchase of RR Property $786,489
Available for Capital Projects $7,680,435
Interest Paid $2,165,511
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IMPLEMENTATION current work plan

Top Priority Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

Highest A Acquire UP property

Highest B Parking corridor 
beautification/re-use

Highest C Litter control

Highest D Waste receptacles

Highest E Public input process

Highest F Full-time RDA manager

The public visioning process generated the development of a lengthy list 
of implementation projects for the downtown. Due to limited resources, it 
is impossible to undertake every project immediately.  For this reason, the 
following projects have been identified as the current work plan for the Elko 
RDA. The RDA will officially focus on the implementation of these projects first.  

To the extent possible, the highest priority and most realistically attainable 
projects from the public process have been included in this list.  In some cases, 
lower priority projects have been included in this list, because they have the 
potential to be quick successes. These projects can be easily accomplished, 
are lower in cost, and have the potential to generate notable additional tax 
increment for the RDA. 

Projects undertaken by RDAs around the Nation typically focus on public works 
projects and providing the infrastructure needed to attract private development 
to the area.  These projects include sidewalks, parking structures, utility 
infrastructure, and lighting. Other common projects include the consolidation of 
fragmented lots and the remediation of contaminated sites.  RDAs also often 
may play a role in subsidizing a development project or take on a development 
project itself to stimulate similar private investments.  RDA’s have the ability to 
assemble or acquire properties and then sell them to private investors for less 
than market value as an incentive to develop within the project area.  

These types of projects result in the “biggest bang for the buck” over the length 
of the RDA, and should be the primary focus of the Elko RDA in implementing 
this vision.

Each project coordinates with other projects within the current work plan or 
in the future implementation list. Special attention should be given to the 
coordinating projects, in each case, to avoid rework which may be created 
inadvertently.

current work plan



Project # A
railroad Property Acquisition

Project Type:
Land Use

Objective: 
To acquire additional property within the abandoned 
Union Pacific Railroad corridor to allow for new devel-
opment and generate additional tax increment for the 
RDA.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Union Pa-
cific Railroad, Nevada Federal Representatives and 
Senators, the Governor, and Current Lease Holders.

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000)

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Project: B  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Negotiate agreements with Union Pacific for the sale of the iden-• 
tified property to the City of Elko. Notify current lease-holders of 
intent to purchase the underlying property.

Short-term

Sign legal contract with Union Pacific Railroad stating the agree-• 
ment to sell the City of Elko the identified property.

Mid-term

Develop and sign leasing agreements between current lease-• 
holders and the City of Elko, to be executed upon Congressional 
authorization of the sale.

Mid-term

Congressional act authorizing the sale of the identified property • 
by Union Pacific Railroad to the City of Elko.

Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Long-term leases on corridor property• 

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Nevada Department of Transportation• 

Federal appropriations• 

  9



Project # B
Parking Corridor Beautification/Re-Use

Project Type: 
Design

Objective: 
To better utilize the abandoned rail corridor as an as-
set and anchor for downtown revitalization.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Elko 
Arts Community, Elko Cultural Groups, Cultural Event 
Planners and Organizers, Elko Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000)

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: A, C, D    

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Update the current adopted plan for the parking corridor, or ap-• 
prove a new concept for the future redevelopment of the parking 
corridor as part of an overall implementation plan for the down-
town RDA.

Short-term

Identity funding for resurfacing and repair of the current parking • 
corridor as a short-term improvement.

Short-term

Identity funding for design and construction of the approved corri-• 
dor including landscaping, curving, pedestrian accommodations, 
and green spaces.

Mid-term

Issue a request for proposals, and select a team to design the • 
corridor plans.

Mid-term

Develop construction drawings and implement the corridor plan.• Mid-term
Develop a long-term maintenance plan for the corridor• Mid-term
Consider a fee-based parking system for the corridor to help fund • 
long-term maintenance.

Mid-term

As density and redevelopment efforts increase, consider de-• 
velopment of a parking structure within the corridor to free up 
surface area for buildings. 

Long-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Utility Rates• 

Special Assessment• 

Special Improvement District• 

  9



Project # C
Litter & weed Control

Project Type: 
Policy & Organizational 

Objective: 
To improve the overall appearance and maintenance 
of the downtown area by trimming weeds, pruning 
trees and shrubs, and cleaning up litter and glass.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: B, D    

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Continue with existing programs including the utilization of Honor • 
Camp Crews and Juvenile Detention Programs for labor assis-
tance

Immediate

Explore ways to streamline and improve the appearance of al-• 
leyways throughout the downtown.  Consider the purchase or set 
aside of property for a common dumpster for coordinated waste 
pickup. 

Short-term

Evaluate downtown clean-up needs and determine the possibility • 
of adjusting or increasing City staff assigned to downtown main-
tenance. 

Short-term

Support the City routine sweeping and routine garbage pickup• Ongoing
When new landscaped areas are planned, design them to mini-• 
mize required maintenance.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual business and property owners• 

Downtown residents• 

  9



Project # D
waste & recycling receptacles

Project Type:

Policy & Organizational

Objective: 
To encourage cleanliness and good stewardship of 
the downtown area, as well as to make downtown 
more convenient for the pedestrian.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, De-
velopers, Downtown Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: B, C 

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Trash and recycling receptacles will be strategically located at • 
critical locations within the downtown.  

Short-Term

Conduct an inventory to determine where waste and recycling • 
receptacles are most needed.  Priority should be assigned based 
on the following:

Short-Term

Blocks with businesses that generate significant trash or  ⚪
recycling on the public street (bars and night clubs, casinos, 
restaurants and coffee shops, etc.).
Blocks without any waste receptacles currently, and within  ⚪
the downtown core.
Blocks with fewer than two waste receptacles currently, and  ⚪
within the downtown core.
Blocks with inadequate (missing or too few) waste  ⚪
receptacles currently, and beyond the downtown core

Purchase new waste and recycling receptacles for blocks in need • 
according to inventory and prioritization.

Short-Term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual storefront improvements• 

Individual developers• 

  9



Project # E
Public Input & Coordination Process 

Project Type: 
Policy & Organization

Objective: 
To ensure transparency and to involve the community  
in the crafting of their community, while still protecting 
the City and RDA’s ability to make timely decisions 
and effectively implement the vision.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association, Elko Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: F  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Adopt a policy statement that outlines the goals and objectives of • 
public involvement in planning efforts and decision-making.  En-
sure the policy clearly states for what types of activities the City 
of Elko or the Elko RDA will seek public input, and to what extent 
the community can participate. Considerations include:

Short-term

Recognition that the City of Elko and the RDA are agents and  ⚪
representatives for general public
Recognition that the City of Elko and the RDA must make  ⚪
decisions that protect and provide for the common good.  In-
dividual decisions may not always align with the community’s 
opinion, but all decisions should work towards the big picture 
of implementing the collaborative crafted community’s vision.
Recognition that there are many skilled and educated mem- ⚪
bers of the community that can help the City and RDA make 
better, and more thoughtful decisions when invited to partici-
pate.
Recognition that soliciting community input on every deci- ⚪
sion or policy action is impractical, inefficient, and may place 
undue burden on developers and applicants looking to build 
in Elko.  
Recognition that sometimes the benefits of a slower timeline  ⚪
that ensures accurate and effective decision making out-
weigh the benefits of faster processing.

To the extent possible, work diligently to maintain transparency • 
and to communicate decision making procedures, timelines, and 
outcomes to the community at large.

Ongoing

To the extent possible, invite public participation in all planning • 
processes with the goal of making the best possible decisions.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment •  Elko City general fund • 

  9



Project # F
Full-time rDA Manager/Economic Development 
Director

Project Type: 
Policy & Organization

Objective: 
To identify and fund a professional position for the 
purposes of tracking accounting, managing projects, 
and providing technical experience on real estate 
transactions, development, and RDA administration.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost   (over $500,000)

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  

Coordinate with Projects: E  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Identify the need for an RDA manager in terms of specific tasks • 
and responsibilities that cannot be met by the current level of 
staff support because of resources, time, training, or experience. 

Short-term

Present the case for hiring an RDA manager to the RDA for con-• 
sideration and funding.

Short-term

If it is determined by the RDA that this remains a high priority, • 
but that funding is not available to support this salary, table the 
project for discussion at a later date.

Short-term

If it is determined by the RDA that this is a high priority, and that it • 
is the best use of current available RDA budget dollars, begin to 
draft a job description and seek applicants.

Short-term

Hire a qualified individual as an RDA manager.  Consider a pro-• 
bationary period of six months to determine whether the position 
itself and the individual are effective in setting up the RDA for 
long-term success. 

Short-term 
or later

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment •   9





future implementation projects





The public visioning process generated the development of a lengthy list 
of implementation projects for the downtown. Due to limited resources, it 
is impossible to undertake every project immediately.  For this reason, the 
following projects have been identified as future implementation projects for the 
Elko RDA. The RDA will officially focus on the implementation of these projects 
after the projects in the Current Work Plan are either complete or underway.

Many of the following projects can be accomplished through volunteer or 
Downtown Business Association organization.  These projects may also be 
funded through a variety of sources and programs.  If it is possible to implement 
one of these projects without relying on tax increment financing generated 
by the RDA project area, there is a greater likelihood of that project being 
completed sooner.  Projects that can be accomplished this way stand a good 
chance of being implemented at the same time as the RDA is focusing on the 
Current Work Plan list.  

The RDA encourages the undertaking of these projects as long as they do not 
impair the ability of the RDA to accomplish the projects identified in the Current 
Work Plan.

Future Implementation Projects

IMPLEMENTATION future implemenation projects

Project Categories

Circulation Projects• 

Utilities Projects• 

Land Use Projects• 

Parking Projects• 

Design Projects• 

Parks, Plazas. & Open Space  Projects• 

Focal Point Projects• 

Community Connection projects• 

Policy & Organizational Projects• 



Circulation Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

High 1
Pedestrian amenities 
& infrastructure 
improvements

High 2
Bicycle amenities 
& infrastructure 
Improvements

High 3 Public transit/downtown 
shuttle Service

High 4 Truck route

High 5 Wayfinding signage 
program/installation

High 6 Extension of Silver St.

High 7 Traffic calming

Lower 8 Multi-modal transit hub

High 9 Downtown complete 
streets program

IMPLEMENTATION future implementation projects

Utilities Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

High 10 Underground utility 
upgrade 

High 11 Curb maintenance/
Replacement program 

High 12 Event/Holiday electrical 
system

Highest 13 Utility inventory

High 14 Irrigation system plan/
Installation

High 15 Fire hydrant/Fire flow 
upgrade

High 16 Burying of overhead 
power/utility lines

High 17
Downtown pavement 
maintenance & treatment 
program

High 18 Downtown Lighting 
improvements 

Land Use Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

High 19 Downtown housing

High 20 Relocation of industrial 
uses

Highest 21 Alleyway reuse/
Beautification program

** Please note that project numbers do not imply the order of implementation, or priority, of the projects. 
The numbering is simply for tracking purposes. 



Parking Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

High 22 Metered parking program

High 23 On-street parking redesign

High 24 Downtown parking 
structure

High 25 Parking regulations 
enforcement 

High 26
Assessment/improvement 
district for funding parking 
corridor maintenance

Design Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

High 27
Historic Building 
Preservation and facade 
renovation program

Highest 28 Public art program

High 29 Signage and banner 
program 

High 30 Developer incentives for 
public art

Parks, Plazas, Open Space Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

High 31 Humboldt River 
enhancement

Highest 32 Downtown green space 
program

High 33 Urban forestry program

Highest 34 Downtown events & 
gathering place program

Higehst 35 Multi-season recreation 
space

IMPLEMENTATION future implemenation projects

** Please note that project numbers do not imply the order of implementation, or priority, of the projects. 
The numbering is simply for tracking purposes. 



IMPLEMENTATION future implementation projects

Focal Point Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

High 38 Information kiosks

Community Connections Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

High 36 Gateway beautification

High 37 Historical & California Trail 
interpretation

Policy & Organizational Projects

Priority Project 
#

Project Name

High 39 Downtown maintenance 
plan & staff increase

High 40 Downtown security patrol

High 41 Code enforcement 
process & staff

High 42 Downtown clean-up 
campaign

High 43 Infill development 
incentives

High 44 Sign ordinance updates

High 45 Property acquisition plan

High 46 Downtown promotion & 
marketing

High 47 Architectural Design 
Review Board

High 48 Development Code 
updates

High 49 New downtown Zoning 
Districts

** Please note that project numbers do not imply the order of implementation, or priority, of the projects. 
The numbering is simply for tracking purposes. 



Project # 1
Pedestrian Amenities & Infrastructure 
Improvements

Project Type:
Circulation

Objective: 
To enhance the walkability of downtown Elko and 
provide a more enjoyable and safe pedestrian experi-
ence.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation, Developers.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 21, 28, 29,   
32, 38, 42  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Conduct and inventory to determine where sidewalks improve-• 
ments are needed. Consider strategic locations or ‘hotspots’ to 
avoid overcrowding of these amenities. Priority should be as-
signed based on the following:

Short-term

Incomplete or missing sidewalks ⚪
Sidewalks in poor repair or uneven ⚪
Sidewalks located in the CBD ⚪
Sidewalks outside of the CBD ⚪

Select a standard bench design to be strategically placed in the • 
downtown area. Selected products should be durable and able to 
withstand Elko seasonal climates.

Short-term

Update City ordinances to require the installation of benches with • 
all new redevelopment projects, with a goal of three benches per 
block face. 

Short-term

Purchase new benches for blocks in need according to inventory • 
and prioritization. 

Short-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual storefront improvements• 

Individual developers•   9



Project # 2
Bicycle Amenities & Infrastructure Improvements

Project Type:
Circulation

Objective: 
To enhance the bikeability of downtown Elko and pro-
vide a more enjoyable and safe cycling experience.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000) 

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 21, 28, 29,   
32, 38, 42    

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Conduct and inventory to determine where bicycle infrastruc-• 
ture is missing or incomplete.  Consider strategic locations or 
‘hotspots’ to avoid overcrowding of these amenities. Prioritize 
bicycle implementation projects based on the following:

Short-term

Incomplete or missing bicycle parking and riding lanes ⚪
Bicycle parking or bicycle lanes in poor repair ⚪
Areas located in the CBD ⚪
Areas outside of CBD ⚪

Select a standard bike rack design to be strategically placed in • 
the downtown area. Selected products should be durable and 
able to withstand Elko seasonal climates.

Short-term

Update City ordinances to require the installation of bike racks • 
with all new redevelopment projects, with a goal of two bike racks 
per block face. 

Short-term

Purchase new bike racks for blocks in need according to inven-• 
tory and prioritization. 

Short-term

According to the recommendations of the Elko City Master Plan, • 
identify key roadways for new bicycle lane striping and signage, 
and implement striping projects and purchase signs. 

Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

  9



Project # 3
Public Transit/Downtown Shuttle Service

Project Type:
Circulation

Objective: 
To promote greater variety in mobility options through-
out the city and plan for future transit service connect-
ing the downtown to the California Trails Interpretive 
Center and other destinations.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Regional Transportation Commission, EAT, California 
Trails Interpretive Center, Elko Senior Center, Down-
town Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9 

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Work with the City of Elko to plan for a downtown shuttle to en-• 
hance circulation option within the downtown and to capitalize on 
the success of the California Trails Interpretive Center.

Mid-term

Identify possible shuttle routes within the Elko Master Plan and • 
this vision document. Also work with local transit systems

Mid-term

Promote the availability of the shuttle to the Elko community • 
through media outlets, online and through the Downtown Busi-
ness Association.

Mid-term

Track ridership numbers in time intervals and refine the shuttle • 
routes and headways to meet the greatest demand.

Mid-term

Plan for a full-fledged public transit service serving the Elko com-• 
munity in Elko Master Plan updates.

Long-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Federal Department of Transportation support• 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Partially self funded with transit fares and advertising • 
  9



Project # 4
Truck route

Project Type:
Circulation

Objective: 
To enhance the safety and appearance of the down-
town for pedestrians and motorists by diverting fast 
moving through-traffic and large trucks to roads by-
passing the downtown core.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 6, 11, 17,    

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Coordinate long-range planning for the RDA with the city-wide • 
Master Plan to include preferred truck routes and ideas for reduc-
ing conflicts between trucks, motorists, and pedestrians.

Ongoing

Coordinate with affected agencies and stakeholders to agree to a • 
preferred truck route alternative.

Short-term

Identify funding for signage.• Short-term
Purchase and instal signs diverting truck away from the down-• 
town core.

Short-term

Educate truck drivers and the Elko community about the correct • 
routes through and around downtown through the media, news-
letters, and online.

Short-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

  9



Project # 5
Wayfinding Signage Program/Installation

Project Type:
Circulation

Objective: 
To improve ease of navigation throughout the down-
town for residents and visitors, and to visually tie the 
downtown together with a consistent signage theme 
or design.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association, Elko County Eco-
nomic Diversification Authority.

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 21, 28, 29,  

32, 38, 44

   

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Inventory downtown to determine where wayfinding signage • 
is most needed, and the types of signage needed.  Sign types 
may include street signs, informational kiosks, gateway features, 
directories, etc.

Short-term

Select a standard wayfinding signage design to be used through-• 
out the downtown area. Selected products should be durable and 
able to withstand Elko seasonal climates, as well as vandalism.  
Signs should be pedestrian oriented in scale and design.

Short-term

Establish a contact person responsible for coordinating regular • 
maintenance of the signs.

Mid-term

Identify funding for new wayfinding signs, and purchase. • Mid-term
Consider phasing the installation with the most prominent and • 
effective locations receiving signage first, and adding more as 
funding becomes available.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual businesses or property owners• 

Individual developers• 

  9



Project # 6
Extension of Silver Street

Project Type:
Circulation

Objective: 
To provide an alternate Northeast/Southwest arterial 
(parallel to Idaho St.) along Silver Street to Manzanita 
Lane to provide motorists with options for travel 
through the City.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Nevada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000)

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 4, 6, 17,     

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Coordinate long-range planning for the RDA with the city-wide • 
Master Plan to include the Silver Street extension to Manzanita 
Lane.

Ongoing

Coordinate with affected property owners and stakeholders to • 
settle on road alignment and right-of-way concerns

Short-term

Coordinate with the City-wide master plan to determine accept-• 
able and appropriate land uses along the new route

Long-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Nevada Department of Transportation• 

Federal Department of Transportation Support• 



Project # 7
Traffic Calming 

Project Type:
Circulation

Objective: 
To enhance the safety of pedestrians, bicyclists, and 
motorists by employing strategies to slow traffic in key 
locations

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 2, 3, 5, 9   

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Inventory the downtown and refer to the Elko Master Plan to de-• 
termine sections of roadways that could benefit from traffic calm-
ing strategies, without adversely impacting the free flow of traffic.
As major transportation system redesign projects arise, work with • 
project designers to ensure that plans balance safety and effi-
ciency while promoting multi-modal use of the roadway.  

Ongoing

Develop a program for the traffic calming at key locations to en-• 
hance safety and the walkability of downtown.  Prioritize redesign 
projects as follows:

Short-term

Those where current conditions pose an immediate risk to  ⚪
health and safety of pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists.
Those that can be accomplished in conjunction with other  ⚪
high priority downtown projects currently underway or in plan-
ning stages.
Those focused on the downtown core, have less urgent  ⚪
safety considerations.
Those located in areas beyond the downtown core, and have  ⚪
less urgent safety considerations.

Identify funding sources for individual projects• Ongoing
Fund and implement the complete streets projects in order of • 
priority.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual developers• 

  9



Project # 8
Multi-Modal Transit hub

Project Type:
Mobility

Objective: 
To look forward and plan for multi-modal transit and 
greater transportation options throughout Elko and the 
region.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Regional Transportation Commission, Nevada De-
partment of Transportation, Regional Transportation 
Commission, NEAT, AMTRAK.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000)   

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 3 

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Coordinate long range plans for the downtown RDA with the city-• 
wide Elko Master Plan to include long-term objectives for transit 
and a multi-modal transit facility.

Short-term 
& Ongoing

Coordinate long-term land use planning with planned transit  ⚪
facilities to promote sustainability and encourage transit-
oriented development.
Identify space in future land use maps for a multi-modal  ⚪
transit facility that capitalizes on existing transportation infra-
structure (railroad, arterials, pedestrian connections, bicycle 
facilities).

Track Elko’s population growth and developments in the use of • 
rail for long-distance travel to determine the appropriate time to 
explore the potential development of a transit hub in detail.

Ongoing

Coordinate with agencies and community groups working with • 
transportation issues to jointly develop a plan for a transit hub, 
including a preferred location, potential funding, and facility pro-
gramming.  

Long-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual storefront improvements• 

Individual developers• 

  9



Project # 9
Downtown Complete Streets Program 

Project Type:
Design

Objective: 
To promote the inclusion of complete streets theory 
(planning for cars, transit, bicycles, pedestrians, and 
potentially horses equally) in new roadway design, 
and redesign.  

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000) 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 21, 28, 29, 
32, 38    

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Coordinate long-range planning for the RDA with the city-wide • 
Master Plan to include the concepts of a complete streets ap-
proach in planning documents.

Short-term

As major transportation system redesign projects arise, work with • 
project designers to ensure that plans balance safety and effi-
ciency while promoting multi-modal use of the roadway.  

Ongoing

Develop a program for the redesign of key roadways over time to • 
include considerations for vehicles, future transit, pedestrians, bi-
cycles, and even horses.  Prioritize redesign projects as follows:

Short-term

Those where current conditions pose an immediate risk to  ⚪
health and safety of pedestrians and bicyclists.
Those that can be accomplished in conjunction with other  ⚪
high priority downtown projects currently underway or in plan-
ning stages.
Those focused on the downtown core, have less urgent  ⚪
safety considerations.
Those located in areas beyond the downtown core, and have  ⚪
less urgent safety considerations.

Identify funding sources for individual projects• Ongoing
Fund and implement the complete streets projects in order of • 
priority.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Nevada Department of Transportation• 

  9



Project # 10
Underground Utility Upgrade

Project Type:
Utilities

Objective: 
To update and increase the capacity of underground 
utilities to meet the demands of increased density and 
development in the downtown.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000)    

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Conduct an inventory to determine the condition and capacity of • 
existing utility infrastructure.

Short-term

Identify needed upgrades and prioritize project as follows:• Short-term
Projects needed to prevent against imminent damage, loss of  ⚪
life, or loss of property (prevent flooding, fire, gas leaks, etc.)
Projects needed to meet current demands for capacity. ⚪
Projects needed to meet anticipated demands, and those  ⚪
that can be used as a development incentive tool.
Projects to expand the availability of utilities to new parts of  ⚪
downtown as an amenity (i.e. fiber optic)

Identify funding sources for projects, and implement them ac-• 
cording to priority.  Coordinate this with the City of Elko’s capital 
improvements plan and annual budget.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Individual developers• 



Project # 11
Curb Maintenance/replacement Program

Project Type:
Utilities

Objective: 
To ensure the logical, efficient, and economical imple-
mentation of curbing replacement and maintenance 
throughout the downtown.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 39

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Identify maintenance needs and rank in order of priority as fol-• 
lows:

Short-Term

Those that pose an immediate risk to health and safety. ⚪
Those that can be accomplished in conjunction with other  ⚪
high priority downtown projects.
Those that pose a risk to health and safety in the reasonably  ⚪
foreseeable future.
Those that would have a significant beneficial impact on the  ⚪
appearance of the downtown core area, but do not pose a 
foreseeable risk to health or safety.
Those that would have a modest beneficial impact on the ap- ⚪
pearance of the RDA project area, and do not post a foresee-
able risk to health or safety.

Identify funding sources for individual projects• Ongoing
Fund and implement the maintenance plan in order of priority.• Ongoing
Identify funding sources for increased maintenance staff for • 
downtown to keep pace with all highest priority maintenance 
projects.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Individual developers• 



Project # 12
Event/holiday Electrical System

Project Type:
Utilities

Objective: 
To ensure that downtown lighting incorporates weath-
erproof outlets for holiday and special event lighting, 
and to provide access to electricity for events and 
outdoor vendors. 

Stakeholders:

Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association, Event Organizers. 

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 10, 13, 16, 18  

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Conduct an inventory of existing outdoor, public electrical outlets, • 
and determine areas with the greatest need for electrical capac-
ity.

Short-term

Inventory community event organizers to determine their antici-• 
pated electrical needs.

Short-term

Develop a plan for the installation of new electrical outlets in con-• 
junction with the downtown lighting plan and plans for community 
gathering spaces.

Short-term

Identify funding sources for the implementation of the event • 
and holiday electrical plan, and implement as resources allow.  
Consider phasing implementation by focusing on key areas first 
(parking corridor, Idaho Street, 5th Street).

Mid-term

Identify an individual or department to manage the maintenance • 
of electrical system over time.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual developers• 



Project # 13
Utility Inventory

Project Type:
Utilities

Objective: 
To develop an inventory of current utility capacities, 
conditions, and to identify current and anticipated 
needs.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Utility 
Companies.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 10, 12, 16, 18  

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Initiate an inventory of current utility capacity and conditions.  • Short-term

Identify infrastructure segments that are in poor condition and  ⚪
in need of replacement.
Identify infrastructure segments that are in good condition  ⚪
by are not of sufficient capacity to meet current or projected 
demands.
Identify infrastructure segments that are currently functioning  ⚪
well and have not foreseeable need for upgrade or replace-
ment.
Identify infrastructure systems that do not exist in the down- ⚪
town,  but may provide opportunities to support downtown 
redevelopment and revitalization (grey water irrigation, geo-
thermal development, etc.)

Refer to the inventory when making decisions and prioritizing util-• 
ity infrastructure projects and needs.

Short-term

Review and update the inventory as projects are undertaken and • 
completed. 

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 



Project # 14
Irrigation System Plan & Installation

Project Type:
Utilities

Objective: 
To expand the availability of irrigation to downtown 
landscaping, including street trees and green spaces, 
and to explore the possible extension of the City’s 
grey water system.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Elko 
Water Providers (city?).

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000) 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 10, 15  

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Identify irrigation system needs and rank in order of priority as • 
follows:

Short-Term

Those that can be accomplished in conjunction with other  ⚪
high priority downtown projects.
Those that would have a significant beneficial impact on the  ⚪
appearance of the downtown core area.
Those that would have a beneficial impact on the appear- ⚪
ance of the areas beyond the downtown core.

Identify funding sources for individual projects• Ongoing
Fund and implement the irrigation plan in order of priority.• Ongoing
Identify funding sources for increased maintenance staff for • 
downtown to keep pace with all highest priority irrigation projects.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund• 

Recreation Fund • 



Project # 15
Fire hydrant/Fire Flow Upgrade

Project Type:
Utilities

Objective: 
To ensure downtown Elko has sufficient fire flow and 
hydrant spacing to protect against fires and minimize 
damage to property.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation, Developers.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000)

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 10, 14  

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Identify fire flow and hydrant needs and rank in order of priority • 
as follows:

Short-Term

Those that pose an immediate risk to health and safety. ⚪
Those that can be accomplished in conjunction with other  ⚪
high priority downtown projects.
Those that pose a risk to health and safety in the reasonably  ⚪
foreseeable future.
Those that would have a significant beneficial impact on the  ⚪
appearance of the downtown core area, but do not pose a 
foreseeable risk to health or safety.
Those that would have a modest beneficial impact on the ap- ⚪
pearance of the RDA project area, and do not post a foresee-
able risk to health or safety.

Identify funding sources for individual projects• Ongoing
Fund and implement the fire flow plan in order of priority.• Ongoing
Identify funding sources for increased maintenance staff for • 
downtown to keep pace with all highest priority projects.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Individual developers• 

Water Fund• 



Project # 16
Burying of overhead power/utility lines

Project Type: 
Utilities

Objective: 
To create an aesthetically pleasing atmosphere within 
the downtown and to ensure the safety of downtown 
patrons.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Elko 
Fire Department, Utility Providers. 

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000) 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 10, 12, 13, 18   
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ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Create an inventory to determine locations of utility lines and • 
points of supply 

Short-term

Determine possible alignments for underground cables and utility • 
lines

Short-term

Conduct studies and assessments on impacts to businesses, • 
and other downtown establishments before, during the line bury-
ing process

Short-term 

Identity funding sources• Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Utility Providers• 

Individual Developers• 

  9



Project # 17
Downtown Pavement Maintenance & Treatment 
Program

Project Type:
Utilities

Objective: 
To develop a plan for logical, efficient, and economic 
maintenance of downtown paved surfaces.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost   (over $500,000)

 Mid Cost  

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 11, 39  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Identify maintenance needs and rank in order of priority as fol-• 
lows:

Short-Term

Those that can be accomplished in conjunction with other  ⚪
high priority downtown projects.
Those that would have a significant beneficial impact on the  ⚪
appearance of the downtown core area.
Those that would have a modest beneficial impact on the ap- ⚪
pearance of the RDA project area. 

Identify funding sources for individual projects• Ongoing
Fund and implement the maintenance plan in order of priority.• Ongoing
Identify funding sources for increased maintenance staff for • 
downtown to keep pace with all highest priority maintenance 
projects.

Ongoing

Consider the creation of a Special Improvement District• Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual storefront improvements• 

Individual developers• 

Local Improvement District• 

  9



Project # 18
Downtown Lighting Improvements

Project Type: 
Utilities

Objective: 
To improve safety and security throughout the down-
town for pedestrians, vehicles, and downtown prop-
erties; as well as improve the overall appearance of 
downtown with decorative lighting.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, De-
velopers, Downtown Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000) 

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 10, 12, 13, 16, 18  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Conduct an inventory of existing lighting fixtures within the RDA • 
project area, identify areas with insufficient lighting and prioritize 
new lighting installations as follows:

Short-term

Areas with no, or limited, street lighting and within the down- ⚪
town core
Areas with no, or limited, street lighting but outside the down- ⚪
town core
Areas with lighting in poor condition ⚪
Areas with sufficient lighting, but that does not match the ap- ⚪
proved standard fixture design - height, style, type

Maintain the current standard approved by the State Historic • 
Preservation throughout the identified area

Short-term

Select a standard lighting fixture, pole, and lamp design to be • 
used throughout the downtown area. Selected products should 
be durable and able to withstand Elko seasonal climates.  Light-
ing should include electrical outlets for holiday string lights, and 
banner arms/clips. Lighting should be sized appropriately for both 
pedestrians and vehicles (recommended height between 12 and 
16 feet), and designed with full cut off shields to minimize im-
pacts to second-story residences and offices.

Short-term

Update City ordinances to require the installation of standard • 
lighting with all new redevelopment projects according to the 
downtown lighting plan.

Short-term

Coordinate with NV Energy on metering, flat rate lighting and • 
tariffs  

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual developers• 

  9



ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Update the development code to allow for mixed-use and high • 
density housing projects within the downtown area.  This may 
include the development of a new zoning district, and adjusting 
other residential zoning districts to direct multi-family housing 
away from other parts of the city towards the downtown.

Short-term

Identify downtown properties with development or redevelopment • 
potential for housing and develop a strategy to encourage their 
use. An example is the Henderson Bank Building

Short-term

Identify and engage developers and market downtown as a • 
prime location for townhome, apartments, condominium and live-
work housing developments.

Short-term

Explore policy initiatives for encouraging residential downtown.  • 
This may include a review of building height restrictions, reduced 
building permit or connection fees, and financial incentives.

Short-term

Explore opportunities for the City of Elko and the Redevelop-• 
ment Agency to jointly develop housing in the downtown if private 
development is lagging.

Mid-term

Apply for and develop plans for using federal grant money for • 
increasing housing quality and affordability in the downtown. 

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Individual developers• 

HUD’s HOME Investment Partnership• 

HUD’s Self-help Homeownership Opportunity Program• 

Project # 19
Downtown housing

Project Type:
Land Use

Objective: 
To increase the amount of housing within the down-
town area to provide a 24/7 population that activates 
the downtown and supports local businesses.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, De-
velopers.

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000) 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 20, 41, 45, 47, 48, 49 

  9

  9 State housing grants and programs• 

Nonprofit housing grants and programs• 



Project # 20
relocation of Industrial Uses

Project Type:
Land Use

Objective: 
To open up property within the downtown for redevel-
opment as land uses more appropriate for a down-
town, and to encourage industrial development in 
areas identified for future industrial land uses.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, De-
velopers

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 19, 41, 45, 47, 48, 49

  9
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ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Update city zoning to prohibit new industrial uses within the • 
downtown that have impacts or nuisances that extend beyond 
the property lines.  Such nuisances include dust, noise, and odor.

Short-term

Update city zoning to prohibit outside storage within the down-• 
town.

Short-term

Recognized that existing uses will be allowed to continue as legal • 
nonconforming uses, and ensure that redevelopment activities do 
not adversely impact their ability to operate.

Ongoing

Update city zoning to identify new areas for industrial develop-• 
ment in places that can capitalize on the availability of rail and 
major roadways, and access to utilities.

Short-term

Where an existing industrial use is impacting the ability to imple-• 
ment a project or long-term goal of the RDA, the RDA may 
consider working with the owner to relocate the business.  State 
statute clearly outlines the requirements of RDAs in the reloca-
tion of businesses outside of the RDA.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 



Project # 21
Alleyway Reuse/Beautification Program

Project Type:
Land Use

Objective: 
To improve the safety and appearance of downtown 
alleyways as well as to use them as an opportunity to 
create unique spaces for dining, retail, and entertain-
ment.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association. 

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 2, 5, 9, 28, 29, 32, 
38   

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Explore the possibility of setting aside or purchasing a small par-• 
cel for a common dumpster and coordinated waste collection.  

Mid-term

Identify potential dumpster locations and work towards acqui- ⚪
sition or protection.
Facilitate agreements among business and property owners  ⚪
using the shared dumpster to share costs and capacity.
Purchase or contract with a waste collection company with  ⚪
trucks to handle dumpsters.

Update city zoning to allow the use of alleyways for patio dining • 
or retail sales.

Short-term

Explore funding coordinated art installations in alleyways to • 
thematically tie them together and to beautify the alleys. Ideas 
include planted arbors, or arches lit with string lights.

Short-term

Coordinate alley reuse with downtown lighting plans.• Short-term
Explore offering incentives to businesses or property owners that • 
improve the appearance of the backs of buildings fronting alley-
ways.  Planters, paint, lighting, and welcome signage are all in-
expensive ways to improve rear entries.  Incentives may include 
financial assistance, or benefits and promotions with community 
organizations.

Short-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual storefront improvements• 

Individual developers• 



Project # 22
Metered Parking Program

Project Type:
Parking

Objective: 
To encourage turnover in public parking spaces, and 
to generate funds for public amenities such as art, 
parks, a multi-season recreation space, public plazas, 
etc..

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 3, 8, 22, 23, 25, 26, 40 

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
As densities increase within the downtown, and parking avail-• 
ability becomes limited, evaluate the pros and cons of fee based 
public parking.  A good resource is the book, The High Cost of 
Free Parking.

Mid-term

If political support exists, and the City and RDA determine that a • 
fee based parking system would be beneficial to the downtown, 
explore options for parking programs.  Research other com-
munities to identify projected costs, revenues, and enforcement 
options.

Mid-term

Select meter systems (or other), purchase, and instal• Mid-term
Establish an enforcement system and track fines collected.• Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual storefront improvements• 

Individual developers• 



Project # 23
On-Street Parking redesign

Project Type:
Parking

Objective: 
To ensure on-street parking and the design of the 
public right-of-way is as efficient, effective, and safe 
as possible, especially in the downtown parking cor-
ridor.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 9, 22, 24, 25, 26   

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Inventory all on-street parking in the RDA to determine where • 
gaps exist, and where parking is functioning poorly or functioning 
well.

Short-term

Prioritize redesign needs as follows:• Short-term

Those that would have a beneficial impact on the appear- ⚪
ance of functionality of the downtown, and that can be ac-
complished in conjunction with other high priority downtown 
projects.
Those that would have a significant beneficial impact on the  ⚪
appearance and functionality of the downtown core area.
Those that would have a modest beneficial impact on the ap- ⚪
pearance and functionality of the RDA project area. 

Identify funding sources for individual projects• Ongoing
Fund and implement the parking redesign projects in order of • 
priority.

Ongoing

Identify funding sources for ongoing maintenance to keep pace • 
with all highest priority maintenance projects.

Ongoing

Consider the creation of a Special Improvements District• Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Nevada Department of Transportation• 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual developers•   9



Project # 24
Downtown Parking Structure

Project Type:
Parking

Objective: 
To provide consolidated and centrally located public 
parking, while freeing up surface lots and the aban-
doned railroad corridor for uses. 

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association, Developers.

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000) 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 25, 26   
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ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Evaluate the best locations within the downtown for a possible • 
future parking structure.  These may include vacant lots, the rail 
corridor, or sites that could benefit from a major redevelopment 
project. Possible locations should meet the following criteria:

Short-term

Centrally located to provide convenient access (1/4 mile walk  ⚪
max) to downtown activity nodes and destinations.
Ability to stimulate new development surrounding the struc- ⚪
ture.

Hold and use the preferred location for a parking structure as • 
surface parking or some other use until densities in the down-
town can support a parking structure.

Short-term

Develop a plan and preliminary concept drawings for a parking • 
structure in the preferred location.  Considerations for the parking 
structure include:

Mid-term

Structure height, massing, and permeability ⚪
Compatibility with existing architecture and urban fabric ⚪
Incorporation of green or public space ⚪
Incorporation of retail and other uses on ground level ⚪
Cost (a safe estimate for parking structure cost is $20,000  ⚪
per stall)

Develop a parking management plan that incorporates long-term • 
maintenance, security, and considers fee rates and programs.

Mid-term

Design and construct the parking structure.• Mid- to 
Long-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Individual developers (fee in lieu of • 
providing their own parking)

Downtown Business Association• 

  9



Project # 25
Parking regulations Enforcement

Project Type: 
Parking

Objective: 
To ensure that automobile users in the downtown 
adhere to parking regulations, and also to ensure that 
parking activity does not jeopardize pedestrian and 
business activity. 

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Elko 
Police Department, Elko Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 22, 23, 24, 26  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Assess current parking regulations and identify any bottlenecks • 
that may exist with enforcement. 

Short-term

Study and analyze impacts of proposed new parking areas and • 
parking designs on existing regulations.

Short-term

Review parking regulations to meet new parking designs/stan-• 
dards

Mid-term

Educate residents and visitors on existing and proposed parking • 
regulations

Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

  9



Project # 26
Assessment/Improvement district for funding 
parking corridor maintenance

Project Type:
Parking

Objective: 
To ensure that the parking corridor is maintained 
consistently with reliable funds to create a functional 
and aesthetically pleasing atmosphere in the 
downtown.

Stakeholders:

Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners.

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 22, 23, 24, 25, 46  

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Determine the boundaries of the district and create an inventory • 
of businesses, stakeholders and other parties that may fall within 
the boundaries of the district.

Short-term

Determine the terms by which the district will be organized and • 
work towards a consensus with all parties within the district.

Short-term

Determine programs and methods by which the maintenance will • 
be handled.

Mid-term

Establish a schedule/system for carrying out maintenance work • Long-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual storefront improvements• 

Individual developers• 



Project # 27
historic Building Preservation & Facade 
renovation

Project Type: 
Design

Objective: 
To provide property owners assistance in renovating 
and improving downtown building facades and en-
courage preservation of historic structures. 

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, State 
of Nevada Historic Preservation Office, National Park 
Service, Downtown Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 27, 28, 30, 42, 45, 47, 
48 

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Inventory the RDA project are to determine the location of historic • 
structures that may be eligible for State or Federal tax credits for 
historic preservation.

Short-term

Research other communities with facade renovation loan pro-• 
grams to identify common procedures for set-up, administration, 
and management of loan programs.

Short-term

Identify an Elko City staff or RDA staff member to administer a • 
loan program, and identify funding to support this position. 

Short-term

Establish a revolving loan program, based on the findings and • 
best practices of communities with successful facade renovation 
loan programs

Short-term

Promote the facade renovation program and possible tax cred-• 
its and grant programs through flyers, online campaigns, and 
through the Downtown Business Association.

Mid-term

Accept applications for facade renovation assistance, and issue • 
loans to qualified applicants.

Mid-term

Document success and progress with before and after photo-• 
graphs and use to promote the program and encourage greater 
participation and individual property owner improvement projects.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Commission for Cultural Affairs • 

National Park Service Historic Preservation Grant Program• 

Preserve America Grant Program• 

National Park Service Tax Credit Program• 

Low interest revolving loan program• 

Downtown Business Association • 

  9



Project # 28
Public Art Program

Project Type: 
Design

Objective: 
To promote and expand the presence of the arts 
throughout the downtown, to beautify the downtown 
area, and to help make downtown a destination for 
arts and culture.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Elko 
Arts Community, Great Basin College, Nevada Arts 
Council, Elko Schools, Elko Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 30, 36

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Work with the Elko Arts and Culture Advisory Committee to iden-• 
tify strategic plans for the inclusion of specific art projects (visual 
and performing) within the downtown. 

Short-term

Research other communities with active art programs to gain • 
strategies and ideas for funding and organization.

Short-term

Apply for grants to assist in implementing public art projects.• Ongoing
Work with The Great Basin College, the Elko High School, and • 
local elementary schools to create student art within the down-
town.

Short-term

Market and promote downtown art installations and performanc-• 
es as part of an overall downtown placemaking campaign. 

Ongoing

Consider promotions to draw residents and visitors downtown to • 
experience Elko’s art and patronize local businesses. Examples 
include the wine walks, or discounted dinner and a performance 
packages, etc.. 

Ongoing

Consider providing incentives for developments that incorporate • 
public art elements. This may include the use of water/sewer 
connection fees or building permit fees equal to the cost 

Ongoing

Work with designers and planners in the redesign and reuse of • 
the parking corridor to ensure the incorporation of interpretive 
elements in the design. 

Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Nevada Arts Council Grant Programs• 

Tax increment• 

Revenues from fee-based parking • 

  9

Downtown Business Association• 

Private donors•   9



ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Review current City and DBA banner program• Immediate
Research types of wayfinding signs to determine the type and • 
style that best fits Elko’s needs.  Possibilities may include deco-
rative street signs, directional signs, entrance and gateway signs.  
They can be classic, artistic, whimsical, etc..

Short-term

Identify locations for wayfinding signs through the downtown.  Ki-• 
osks should be placed in locations that are highly visible, and can 
direct people to parking, gathering places, and other downtown 
destinations.  

Short-term

Select standard wayfinding designs to be used throughout the • 
downtown area. Selected products should be durable and able to 
withstand Elko seasonal climates, as well as vandalism.  Kiosks 
should be pedestrian oriented in scale.

Short-term

Identify funding for new informational kiosks, and purchase. • Mid-term
Evaluate downtown clean-up needs and determine the possibility • 
of adjusting or increasing City staff assigned to downtown main-
tenance. 

Short-term

Participate in the street light product selection process to ensure • 
lights include banner arms and tie down clips. 

Short-term

Evaluate the banner program with local arts and cultural orga-• 
nizations, the Great Basin College and other groups that may 
have events to advertise.  Consider a banner space rental fee if 
popularity of the program begins to impact their effectiveness.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment• 

Revenues from fee-based parking • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Project # 29
Signage and Banner Program

Project Type: 
Design

Objective: 
To beautify the downtown area, as well as enhance 
the walkability and wayfinding, dissemination of infor-
mation, and promotion of downtown events.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Elko Arts Community, Great Basin 
College, Elko Cultural Groups.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 28, 38  

  9

Elko City general fund• 

Private donors• 

  9



ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Research other communities with strong public arts programs to • 
identify possible incentives and ways to work with developers to 
include art within their designs for downtown projects. 

Short-term

Explore setting up an incentive program in Elko for encouraging • 
the inclusion of art in private developments.  Possible incentives 
may include inclusion in walking tours and tourism marketing 
materials, designated on-street parking spaces, reduced fees or 
taxes, gift cards to other local businesses, free tickets to down-
town events, etc.). 

Short-term

Establish an incentive program, including building fees equal to • 
the cost 

Mid-term

Promote the incentive program to current and potential devel-• 
opers through mailings, online campaigns, word of mouth and 
through the Downtown Business Association.

Mid-term

Highlight and recognize developments that do include art within • 
their designs.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment• 

Revenues from fee-based parking • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Project # 30
Developer Incentives for Inclusion of Art

Project Type: 
Design

Objective: 
To promote and expand the presence of the arts 
throughout the downtown, to beautify the downtown 
area, and to help make downtown a destination for 
arts and culture.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Elko 
Arts Community, Great Basin College, Nevada Arts 
Council, Elko Schools, Elko Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 28, 43  

  9
Elko City general fund• 

Private donors• 

  9



Project # 31
humboldt river Enhancement

Project Type:
Parks, Plazas, Open Space

Objective: 
To restore the Humboldt River corridor and enhance 
physical and symbolic connections between the river 
and the downtown.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Army 
Corps of Engineers, Nevada Department of Natural 
Resources, Community Activist Organizations.

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000)  

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 32, 33, 46  

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Support river restoration efforts of the Nevada Department of • 
Natural Resources.
Continue to develop the Humboldt River trail and park system.• 
Develop a plan to support restoration efforts and to better con-• 
nect the downtown with the Humboldt River.  Plan elements may 
include:

Development of concepts for a redesign of the pedestrian  ⚪
and vehicular bridges across the river to make them more 
attractive and welcoming.
Planting of trees to green up the areas adjacent to the rail- ⚪
road tracks and to visually connect this area to the riparian 
corridor.
Installation of public art on the downtown-side of the railroad  ⚪
tracks to provide educational interpretation and symbolic  
connection to the river.

Identify funding sources to implement the River enhancement • 
projects, and develop a phasing plan for implementation.

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual storefront improvements• 

Individual developers• 



Project # 32
Downtown green Space Program

Project Type:
Parks, Plazas, Open Space 

Objective: 
To create a system of green spaces within the 
downtown to  bring a balance between the built and 
natural environment and to provide physical and 
psychological comfort/relief to downtown users. 

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association.

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000) 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 31, 33, 46   

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Assess performance of existing green spaces in the downtown • 
and document shortfalls in quantity, quality, and programming   

Short-term

Coordinate with the City-wide Master Plan to explore appropriate • 
locations for green spaces. In particular consult the future Land 
Use and Parks and Recreation maps  

Short-term

Work with local and State environmental agencies to determine • 
the best type of green infrastructure that will work best for Elko’s 
context and climate  

Short-term

Update development and zoning codes, as necessary, to ensure • 
that green spaces are included within existing and new develop-
ments

Mid-term

Develop a green space program and identify developers and • 
agencies that may be interested in developing different types of 
green spaces in the downtown   

Mid-term

Market Elko’s green infrastructure as a unique regional asset• Long-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual businesses or property owners• 

Individual developers• 
  9



Project # 33
Urban Forestry Program

Project Type:
Parks, Plazas, Open Space

Objective: 
To expand the number of trees within the downtown to 
beautify the area, provide shade and shelter from the 
elements, to help clean the air, and to reduce tem-
peratures in the city core.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation, Nevada Division 
of Forestry, Nevada Shade Tree Council.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 31, 32, 46 

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Review the tree canopy inventory to determine where gaps in the • 
urban forest exist and places that could benefit from additional 
landscaping

Short-term

Work with a licensed landscape architect or arborist familiar with • 
Elko’s climate to select tree species appropriate for the down-
town.

Short-term

Develop a plan for planting of new trees in the downtown area, • 
as resources allow.  In the plan, identify locations for new trees, 
planting plans, maintenance schedules, and funding sources.  
Coordinate this plan with the recommendations in the Downtown 
Design Guidelines.

Short-term

Update development codes to require the planting of trees and • 
landscaping of properties, as appropriate.  

Short-term

Coordinate with downtown irrigation plans to ensure the viability • 
of new trees.

Mid-term

Identify and secure funding for the purchase and planting of • 
trees.  This may include programs to encourage landscaping of 
private parcels in addition to street trees.

Mid-term

Consider local campaigns to educate Elko residents about the • 
benefits of tree planting and climate-appropriate species selec-
tion.

Short-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Urban and Community Forestry Grant• 

Individual developers• 

Tax increment• 



Project # 34
Downtown Events & gathering Place Program

Project Type:
Parks, Plazas, Open Space

Objective: 
To provide space for public gathering that contributes 
to the level of activity, atmosphere, and overall vitality 
of the downtown; and that indirectly supports down-
town business.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Ne-
vada Department of Transportation.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000) 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 12, 35, 37, 43, 46  

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Conduct an inventory of the events and community gatherings • 
taking place downtown, as well as the location and capacity of 
existing public spaces.  Include in this inventory activities and 
programs that are not using the downtown but could, as well as 
new events and opportunities that could occur given the oppor-
tunity.  Explore the ability for existing spaces to accommodate 
unmet event space needs.

Short-term

Identify the types of spaces needed to support current and pro-• 
posed downtown events and informal gatherings (park space, 
amphitheater, bandstand, plaza, pedestrian mall, etc.), and priori-
tize projects based on need and opportunity.

Short-term

Develop a plan that identifies future spaces specifically designed • 
to meet current and future needs, and coordinate this with long-
range land use planning.  

Short-term

Identify funding sources to implement placemaking projects in • 
order of priority.

Ongoing

Develop designs for identified public gathering places, involving • 
community input, and implement them as resources allow.

Ongoing

Identify an individual to be responsible for the coordination of • 
downtown events using these spaces, and to manage reserva-
tions, fees, and cleanup efforts.

Ongoing

Identify an individual or department to oversee regular mainte-• 
nance of public gathering spaces. 

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual developers• 



Project # 35
Multi-Season recreational Space

Project Type:
Parks, Plazas, Open Space

Objective: 
To create an interactive gathering and play space that 
serves as a year-round draw for downtown. Prelimi-
nary ideas include a splash pad/ice rink.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, De-
velopers.

Priority: 

 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000) 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 34, 46  

  9

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Coordinate long-term downtown planning for a multi-season • 
recreational space with the city-wide Master Plan to ensure the 
preferred location is compatible with land use policy and plans.

Short-term

Develop preliminary concept drawings and diagrams for this • 
space, and estimate project design and construction cost.

Mid-term

Determine how this space can be funded and develop marketing • 
or fund raising materials if needed.

Mid-term

Design actual construction plans and secure funding.• Mid-term
Identify an individual or department responsible for overseeing • 
management and maintenance of the space.

Mid-term

Construct and begin operating the space.• Mid-term
Regularly maintain the space, and budget for improvements or • 
expansion over time.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Private donors• 

Public bond• 

Individual developers• 



Project # 36
Gateway Beautification

Project Type: 
Community Connections

Objective: 
To beautify and define the downtown area through 
landscaping, art, or signage, and to help draw visitors 
into the downtown from entry gateways.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Elko 
Arts Community, Great Basin College, Elko Cultural 
Groups, Elko Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 28, 30, 46 

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Research gateway features found in other communities to collect • 
ideas for Elko.

Short-term

Identify and prioritize locations for gateway enhancements near • 
the downtown.  Gateway treatments should be placed in loca-
tions that are highly visible, and direct people towards downtown.   
Refer to page 36 of the 2007 Preliminary Plan

Short-term

Develop designs for the highest priority gateways.• Short-term
Identify a contact person or department responsible for coordi-• 
nating construction/installation as well as long-term maintenance  
for the gateway area.

Short-term

Identify funding and install gateway features according to the • 
gateway treatment plan and in phases as resources become 
available. 

Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Private donors• 

  9



Project # 37
historical & California Trails Interpretation

Project Type: 
Community Connections

Objective: 
To highlight and celebrate Elko’s history through inter-
pretation and art, to better connect the new California 
Trails Interpretive Center with the downtown, and to 
make downtown a destination for historical tourism.   

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Elko Arts 
Community, Great Basin College, Nevada State His-
torical Preservation Office, Nevada Arts Council, Elko 
Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 29, 38, 46  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Organize a committee to discuss develop a theme and coordi-• 
nated historical interpretation program for downtown.  

Short-term

Consider providing incentives for developments that incorporate • 
public art or historical interpretation elements (i.e. inclusion in 
walking tours and tourism marketing materials, designated on-
street parking spaces, reduced fees or taxes, gift cards to other 
local businesses, free tickets to downtown events, etc.).

Short-term

Update and professionally produce a self-guided walking tour • 
of Elko’s historic buildings, sites, and new historical interpretive 
exhibits.

Short-term

Work with designers and planners in the redesign and reuse of • 
the parking corridor to ensure the incorporation of interpretive 
elements in the design. 

Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Nevada Arts Council Grant Programs• 

Tax increment• 

Revenues from fee-based parking (meters, structured parking)• 

Downtown Business Association • 

Private donors• 

  9



Project # 38
Informational Kiosks

Project Type: 
Focal Point 

Objective: 
To enhance walkability and wayfinding within the 
downtown, as well as promote current and upcoming 
events or campaigns in the downtown area.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Elko Arts Community, Great Basin 
College, Elko Cultural Groups.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 5, 9, 29, 46   
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ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Research types of informational kiosks found in other communi-• 
ties to determine the type and size of kiosks that best fit Elko.

Short-term

Identify locations for informational kiosks through the downtown.  • 
Kiosks should be placed in locations that are highly visible, near 
parking, and serve as hubs to a variety of downtown destina-
tions. 

Short-term

Select a standard kiosk design to be used throughout the down-• 
town area. Selected products should be durable and able to 
withstand Elko seasonal climates, as well as vandalism.  Kiosks 
should be pedestrian oriented in scale.

Short-term

Establish a contact person responsible for coordinating the • 
posting of information at the kiosks and for regular clean-up and 
maintenance of the kiosks.

Mid-term

Identify funding for new informational kiosks, and purchase. • Mid-term
Consider phasing the installation with the most prominent and • 
effective locations receiving kiosks first, and adding more as 
funding becomes available.

Ongoing

Promote the kiosks with local arts and cultural organizations, the • 
Great Basin College and other groups that may have events to 
advertise.  Consider a kiosk rental fee if popularity of the space 
begins to impact their effectiveness.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment• 

Revenues from fee-based parking• 

Downtown Business Association • 

Elko City general fund• 

Private donors• 

  9



Project # 39
Downtown Maintenance Plan & Staff Increase

Project Type:
Policy & Organizational

Objective: 
To improve the overall appearance and maintenance of 
the downtown area by maintaining street signs, pave-
ment and sidewalk surfaces, etc.. 

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Down-
town Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 11, 17

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Identify maintenance needs and rank in order of priority as fol-• 
lows:

Short-Term

Those that pose a risk to health and safety in the reasonably  ⚪
foreseeable future.
Those that would have a significant beneficial impact on the  ⚪
appearance of the downtown core area.

Those that would have a modest beneficial impact on the ap- ⚪
pearance of the RDA project area.

Identify funding sources for individual projects• Ongoing
Fund and implement maintenance projects in order of priority.• Ongoing
Identify funding sources for increased maintenance staff for • 
downtown to keep pace with all highest priority maintenance 
projects.

Ongoing

Organize a volunteer downtown maintenance program.• Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual volunteers• 

Individual developers and builders• 

  9



Project # 40
Downtown Security Patrol

Project Type: 

Policy & Organizational

Objective: 
To improve a sense of safety and security for down-
town business and property owners, and all downtown 
visitors, by enhancing the presence of law enforce-
ment officials.

Stakeholders:
Police Department, Private Security Company, Elko 
Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown Busi-
ness Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Down-
town Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost  ($100,001 - $500,000)

 Low Cost  

Coordinate with Projects: 25   

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Review police calls and incident reports to determine the fre-• 
quency and seriousness of crime in the downtown area.

Short-term

If crime and safety concerns are more perception than reality, • 
explore ways to improve perceptions.  Strategies may include:

Ongoing

Improve lighting in throughout the downtown. ⚪ Mid-term
Publish and distribute regular police reports showing actual  ⚪
statistics.

Short-term

Organize a neighborhood watch program with downtown  ⚪
business owner volunteers.

Short-term

If crime and safety concerns are issues for the downtown area, • 
explore ways to decrease the opportunity for crime or malicious 
acts.  Strategies may include:

Ongoing

Employ Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design  ⚪
(CPTED) principles such as pruning landscaping, lighting, 
designing buildings and parking areas to avoid dark and hid-
den corners, etc.

Ongoing

Promote additional and regular downtown evening events to  ⚪
maintain natural citizen surveillance and “eyes on the street.”

Ongoing

Improve lighting in key problem areas downtown. ⚪ Short-term

Fund a random, or regular, downtown police surveillance  ⚪
assignment to increase the presence of law enforcement 
downtown.

Mid-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Individual volunteers• 

Individual developers and builders• 

  9



Project # 41
Code Enforcement Process & Staff

Project Type: 
Policy & Orgnaizational

Objective: 
To improve the overall appearance of the downtown 
area, and correct known safety issues and code viola-
tions.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 41, 48, 49  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Research other communities with code enforcement officials to • 
understand the financial and policy implications of establishing a 
code enforcement position, and what effect this position has had 
on the overall appearance and safety of these communities.  

Short-term

If it is determined that Elko should establish a code enforcement • 
process, develop a set of best practices for code enforcement 
procedures, fines, and purview based of lessons learned from 
other communities.

Short-term

If it is determined that Elko cannot support, or is politically unwill-• 
ing to support a code enforcement process and staff position, ex-
plore other strategies to encourage upkeep of private properties 
and good stewardship of the downtown.  Strategies may include:

Ongoing

Downtown beautification contests ⚪
Incentives for businesses undertaking maintenance projects  ⚪
(i.e. designated on-street parking spaces, reduced fees or 
taxes, gift cards to other local businesses, free tickets to 
downtown events, etc.).
Adopt a public space program ⚪

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Individual business or property owners• 

  9



Project # 42
Downtown Clean-Up Campaign

Project Type: 
Policy & Organizational

Objective: 
To promote pride in downtown and improve its overall 
appearance through volunteer clean-ups and property 
and business maintenance projects.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association, Elko Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 9, 21, 32, 40  

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Determine interest in a volunteer downtown clean-up program, • 
and establish a schedule for downtown clean-up days if interest.

Immediate

Consider providing incentives for businesses undertaking main-• 
tenance projects (i.e. designated on-street parking spaces, 
reduced fees or taxes, gift cards to other local businesses, free 
tickets to downtown events, etc.).

Short-term

Identify a funding source to assist with clean-up efforts (i.e. pro-• 
vide trash bags, dumpsters, hazardous waste recycling, water or 
refreshments, etc.) 

Short-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

Downtown Business Association • 

Downtown business owner investments• 

Downtown property owner investments• 

  9



Project # 43
Infill Development Incentives

Project Type: 
Policy & Organizational

Objective: 
To encourage redevelopment, reuse, and infilling of 
vacant parcels within the RDA. 

Stakeholders:

Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, De-
velopers.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 34, 19, 20, 46, 48 

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Research other communities with successful RDA project areas • 
to identify available tools to incentivize infill development.

Short-term

Identify potential tools for incentivizing infill in the RDA.  Possibili-• 
ties include:

Short-term

Below market property sales ⚪
Property consolidation assistance ⚪
Reduced connection or permitting fees ⚪
Assistance in brownfield remediation ⚪
Assistance in upgrading utilities to meet project demands ⚪
Variances or flexibility in site plan and development stan- ⚪
dards (setbacks, number of parking stalls required, etc.).  If 
flexibility in standards is being considered, ensure the project 
still meets the intent and standards envisioned in this docu-
ment and contributes to implementation of the vision.
Residential density bonuses ⚪

Promote incentive programs and the availability of assistance to • 
potential developers through local development organizations, 
the downtown business association, and through the City of Elko 
and the RDA.

Ongoing

Document the use of incentives to attract new development and • 
success stories for future marketing.

Ongoing

Update and revise incentive programs as appropriate to ensure • 
their effectiveness and attractiveness to developers.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

  9



Project # 44
Sign Ordinance Updates

Project Type: 
Policy & Organizational

Objective: 
To ensure signage within the downtown is of a quality 
and design that contributes to the overall viability and 
attractiveness of the downtown area, and to facilitate 
walkability of the downtown core.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, De-
velopers, Elko Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 1, 5, 29   

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Research the sign ordinances of other communities with suc-• 
cessful RDAs and downtowns to determine the level of regulatory 
control that Elko wants to take, and also to identify key compo-
nents of a good sign ordinance.

Short-term

Review the current, adopted sign ordinance to determine where • 
changes are needed to modernize and update Elko’s sign regula-
tions. Areas and topics to review include:

Short-term

Sign types - blade, flush mount, pole, sidewalk, backlit, neon,  ⚪
electronic message center, etc.  Blade, pole, and sidewalk 
signs are generally more pedestrian friendly than flush mount 
signs, but these can be attractive as well.
Pole sign height - poles should be pedestrian oriented in  ⚪
height, and generally no taller than 8-12 feet.
Sign lighting ⚪
Historic signs ⚪
Sign size and overall area  ⚪
Off site directional signs - i.e. restaurants and shopping this  ⚪
way

Update the Elko sign ordinance with assistance of the RDAAC, • 
the Planning Commission, and a citizen advisory committee.

Mid-term

Consider open houses and other public outreach forums to solicit • 
input on proposed ordinance updates.

mid-term

Adopt the updated ordinance and apply to new signs.• Mid-term
Review and revise the sign ordinance as needed to ensure it ac-• 
complishes its intent and is effectively working towards creating 
an attractive, walkable downtown.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Elko City general fund • 

  9



Project # 45
Property Acquisition Plan

Project Type: 
Policy & Organizational

Objective: 
To assist developers with redevelopment of areas 
with fragmented property ownership, to facilitate RDA 
initiated development projects, and to help facilitate 
implementation of public projects spanning multiple 
parcels.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Elko 
County Economic Diversification Authority, Develop-
ers.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost  (over $500,000) 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost

Coordinate with Projects: 19, 20, 43, 49

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Inventory the RDA to determine where property ownership is • 
most fragmented and where larger scale development projects 
may be likely to occur, and identify parcels critical to vision imple-
mentation.

Short-term

Identify community goals and projects that could be facilitated • 
with property acquisition of these or other parcels..

Short-term

Where appropriate to address potential issues, to facilitate a • 
public project, or to stimulate downtown development, identify 
specific properties to be the subject of negotiations.

Short-term

When opportunities arise, or negotiations with property owners • 
succeed, acquire identified parcels.

Ongoing

When properties have been acquired by the RDA, consider lot • 
consolidation and merging of property as appropriate to create 
functional, usable lots.

Ongoing

Promote the availability of RDA controlled properties to the de-• 
velopment community, and respond to inquiries about the parcels 
with tours and communication.

Mid-term

If needed, consider remediating brownfield sites, or provide RDA • 
assistance to private developers interested in development.

Mid-term

Consider selling consolidated parcels for less than market value • 
to incentivize downtown development. Some RDAs will sell prop-
erties for as little as $1 to incentivize development.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 

  9



Project # 46
Downtown Promotion & Marketing

Project Type: 
Policy & Organizational

Objective: 
To assist the Downtown Business Association in market-
ing and branding the downtown as a destination and safe 
investment for developers. 

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Down-
town Business Association, Elko County Economic Diver-
sification Authority.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 9, 27, 32, 34, 35, 36, 48, 
49   

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Identify a message to share with Elko residents and visitors.• Short-term
Consider hiring a branding, marketing, or public relations con-• 
sultant to assist in refining this message and identifying ways to 
promote it.

Short-term

Consider developing/enhancing a website for the downtown that • 
includes features for those wanting to visit downtown: map of 
parking, locations of restaurants and shopping, locations of parks 
and public places, restaurant reviews, business feature of the 
month, and an overview of this vision.

Short-term

Consider hosting an inventory of available or vacant spaces • 
within the downtown online for interested developers or tenants.  
Include address, vacant area (SF or acres), zoning, space type 
(office, retail, etc.), nearby amenities

Short-term

Promote the downtown through ongoing media campaigns and • 
other marketing tools:  social networks, newsletters, tv or news-
paper advertising, tv or newspaper feature articles and inter-
views, etc. 

Short-term

Work with local businesses to create promotions to draw people • 
downtown.  Ideas to consider include:

Dinner & movie discounts (Grand Junction, CO) ⚪
Dine O’ Round (Salt Lake City, UT) ⚪
Shop Local Week ⚪

Short-tern

Continue to support existing community events and festivals and • 
encourage additional community events to bring people down-
town. These include Wine Walk, farmer’s market etc.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Downtown Business Association • 

Private donors • 

Elko County Economic Diversification • 
Authority

Individual business owners• 

  9



Project # 47
Architectural Design review Board

Project Type: 
Policy & Organizational

Objective: 
To ensure new development projects meet the stan-
dard and quality envisioned by the community for 
downtown Elko, and that projects meet the intent of 
the downtown Design Guidelines.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Elko 
Design Professionals Community, Developers.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 19, 20, 48, 49

  9

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Research other communities with architectural design review • 
boards to determine options for structure, bylaws, scope and 
role, and procedures for site plan and building review.

Short-term

Determine whether a design review board is the right tool for • 
Elko.  If so, determine whether its regulatory purview would 
include the entire RDA or parts of it.  Design Review Boards 
can be helpful in mitigating impacts of high density development 
throughout cities.

Short-term

Draft bylaws for an architectural design review board with as-• 
sistance from an advisory committee of professionals (architects, 
developers, city and RDA administrators, property owners, land-
scape architects, planners, etc.)

Short-term

Formally create the Elko Design Review Board/Commission and • 
begin applying the design review process to new development 
applications.

Short-term

Review site and building designs to determine whether they meet • 
the intent and standards of the Downtown Design Guidelines.

Ongoing

When development proposals are seeking assistance from the • 
RDA (brownfields cleanup, infrastructure, etc.), use this opportu-
nity to insist on the very highest quality development and design, 
and strict adherence to adopted standards and guidelines.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund •   9



Project # 48
Development Code Updates

Project Type: 
Policy & Organization

Objective: 
To update the zoning and subdivision ordinances to 
reflect and implement the recommendations of the 
Elko Master Plan Update as well as the concepts 
included in this vision document.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Downtown 
Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, Elko 
Residents

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 19, 20, 41, 47, 49

ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Review recommendations for zoning and subdivision ordinances • 
updates included in the Elko Master Plan to identify updates that 
may affect the RDA.

Short-term

Conduct a review of the existing zoning and subdivision ordi-• 
nances to identify any additional changes that may be neces-
sary to implement the downtown vision and RDA Plan.  Theses 
development codes should work to require high quality develop-
ment that contribute to a vibrant, active, and walkable downtown.  
Specific areas to review or address include:

Short-term

Building setbacks ⚪
Residential densities  ⚪
Mixed-use zones ⚪
Parking and building orientation ⚪
Building massing, scale, and heights ⚪
Infill development projects ⚪
Adherence to new Downtown Design Guidelines ⚪
Boundaries of CBD to match that as defined on page 43 of  ⚪
this document.

Include the Elko community in any development code update • 
processes through open houses, advisory committees, and other 
interactive means throughout the process.

Ongoing

Update and adopt revised ordinances regulating RDA area devel-• 
opment and redevelopment. (The RDA can make recommenda-
tions  to the City but not actually pass code)

Short-term

Apply the updated ordinances to new development projects, and • 
evaluate their impact and effectiveness.  Adjust and revise as 
needed.

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Elko City general fund • 
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Project # 49
New Downtown Zoning Districts

Project Type: 
Policy & Organization

Objective: 
To implement the concepts included in vision docu-
ment through more specific zoning designations that 

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association,  Elko Residents.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost  ($0 - $100,000)

Coordinate with Projects: 19, 20, 47, 48
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ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
Review the existing zoning ordinance to: • Short-term

Determine where updates are needed to ensure existing zon- ⚪
ing designations meet the needs of the RDA.
Determine which new designations are needed to implement  ⚪
this vision and the RDA Master Plan.

Develop proposed new zoning districts to implement the vision • 
for the various character districts included in this vision.  Each 
character district included in this document does not need its own 
zoning district.  Specific zoning districts may be desired for the 
future industrial areas, or for the overall downtown core.  A single 
mixed-use zoning district can include specific standards (heights, 
land use mix, densities) for sub-areas.

Short-term

Solicit input from the downtown and development community on • 
this new zoning ordinance to ensure they meet the standards of 
the community while not adversely impacting current businesses 
or property owners. 

Short-term

Adopt the changes to the zoning ordinance through the standard • 
process, including public hearings.

Short-term

Consider a City-initiated rezoning to inappropriately zoned prop-• 
erties within the RDA.

Short-term

As appropriate, consider and adopt zone changes generated by • 
individual zone change applications. 

Ongoing

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 
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Project # AA
Phasing/Sequencing Plan for Implementation

Project Type: 
Policy & Organization

Objective: 
To ensure implementation of RDA projects occur in a 
logical and orderly manner, so that they do not limit 
other projects, and so that resources expended result 
in maximum benefit for the entire life of the RDA.

Stakeholders:
Elko Redevelopment Agency, City of Elko, Down-
town Business Owners, Downtown Property Owners, 
Downtown Business Association.

Priority: 
 Highest Priority

 High Priority

 Lower Priority

Estimated Cost: 
 High Cost 

 Mid Cost

 Low Cost
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ACTION STEPS TIMELINE

Assign a Project Champion• Immediate
The RDAAC will prioritize and make recommendations to the • 
RDA with regards to an action plan for implementation of the 
projects identified in this document to sequence efforts appropri-
ately to:

Short-term

Capitalize on, and coordinate with efforts currently underway. ⚪
Focus efforts on projects that are both high priorities and can  ⚪
be accomplished quickly.
Elevate projects that can generate tax increment quickly in  ⚪
the early years of the RDA’s lifespan. 

Phase project implementation based on priorities, available fund-• 
ing for implementation, and their anticipated impact on the ability 
of the RDA to general tax increment.

Short-term

FUNDINg SOUrCE:

Tax increment • 

Elko City general fund • 
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